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RICHARD STEARNS

FULLER

Reinald Werrenrath Will
Be the Soloist—Date Is September Term of Court Convened This Morning— Perishes While Attempting To. Save Others Believed To
Be In Peril—An Active Career.
Traverse Jurors Report Thursday Morning.
Oct. 8.

with quite a few minor cases press ohild, Ernest G. Miller for libellant, [drowning at Westport Harbor Mass engaged in the securities department
Leola C- Tarr of Rockland from ' Particulars received later told the and had advanced to a high point of
ing.
The session will b< presided over Charles P. Tarr of parts unknown, j story o( the tragedy. At Westport success,
bv Associate Justice Warren C Phil- ; married at Belfast Oct. 3. 1920; cause Harbor which lies 16 miles south of
Mr- Fuller’s clubs Included the
by Associate Justiceuarrent fh t
()t. complalnt, desertion. Libellant Eall Rlver, Ml, and MrsBenjamin | Boston Exchange Club,
the Dedham
brook ofWatervil e, who will he asks to resume
her maiden name, j Rriscoe parents &f Mrs Fuller hav" Country Club, Dedham Country and
greeted with especial heartiness as j Leola C. Wade. Gould for libellant.
occupied during the summer a cot- Pol° c,ub' and Hoosick-Wisick Golf
it has been so long since he last visSarah Sharek cf Rockland from tage and wjtl) tben, bas uved tbc' Club.
Itcd this shire town. He is accom- I Abraham Sharek of New York, mar- faml’ly ot Mr Fuller. On Saturday !
• • » »
The appended lines, written by one
panled by his stenographer Fred S \ t ied at Kishinev, Russia, April, 1904; women of the family in bathing and
Rand.
cause of complaint, cruel and abusive clinging to a float, found themselves I who had enjoyed an intimate ac
quaintance with this young man
Sheriff Frank F. Harding has made i treatment, extreme cruelty, non-supsuddenly put in danger through ac- l
his childhood, will fall far short
the following disposition of his ; port and desertion. Libellant asks tlon of current and surf and called since
, , ,
deputies: Crier, Leslie D. Ames of for custody of minor children, Annie, for help. Mr. Fuller, who was on the of ’helr Purpose to express the esteem
Camdert; in charge of grand jury. [ Rosie and Bertha. I igraham for 11- beach, dashed Into the water and |,n whlch he was 80
Orrin H. Woodcock of Cushing: in .bellant.
swam to their assistance. Discov- Affection for him Is found in the fact
charge of traverse juries, Charles A. | William E. Driscoll of Rockport ering that a boat would be of great that almost everybodj- in his home
Cavanaugh of Rockport and Granville from Marie J. Driscoll of New York er assistance he turned to go back to town knew him as “Dick” Fuller—
Bachelor of St. George. Deputy City, married at Belfast, Kept. 24. the beach and a short distance from l>ick, while winning the honors that
Sheriff Earle C. Ludwlck Is second , 1925; cause of complaint, cruel and land he was seen to sink. Directly he
to him both as t schoolboy and
in command.
abusive treatment. G. B. Butler for was got to the beach where every ithlete: Dick, when he enlisted with
A new' messenger will be on the job, ( libellant.
effort was made by artificial means the Un.ted States ft rces during the
Luke S. Davis. B<'ing a former city I
Rose C. Stewa-t of Union from to resuscitate him, but without suc Worl ! War and pleaded for a chance
marshal he is naturally familiar with Arthur E. Stewart of Taunton, Mass., cess.
to enter the thick of battle; and still
1 married Nov. 3, 1894; cause of corncourt procedure.
Dick Fuller when he came home from
The following divorce entries were plaint, adultery, cruel and abusive
the scenes of business success to en
Richard
Stearns
Fuller
was
born
in
treatment
and
non-support.
Smalley
made during vacation and the cases
joy his brief vacations with his be
for
libellant.
Rockland,
May
22,
1894,
s
n
of
Wil

are in order for hearing this term:
loved parents and the other home
Irma Reed Gamage of Camden liam O. and Kathleen (Stephens) folks.
Flora Y Jewett o:' Rockland from
AV. Irving Jewett of parts unknown, from Lawrence Gamage of Southport, Fuller. Educated In the Rockland
Between the father, mother and son
married at Portland Feb. 20, 1922: married at Southport, Sept. 18. 1920; schools, he was graduated from the existed a trinity which had so much
cause of complaint, desertion and cause of complaint, cruel and abusive High School In 1912, during which of the beautiful and the Ideal in it
non-support. Hinckley, Hir.ckley & treatment and non-support. Libel period he was active in Y. M. C. A. that words form only the frailest de
Shesong for libellant.
lant asks for custody of minor child, and Boy Scout work and became scription. He was a typical Ameri
Helena lEvelena LeBlanc of Rock Barbara. Emery for libellant.
president of the Maine Boys'Conven can boy whose love and respect for
land from Joseph W. LoB’.anc of
Blanche I. Pomroy from Seth Pom- tion. On graduating he entered Bow- parents formed the most enduring of
parts unknown, ma t led at Rockland roy, both of Camden, married fit doin College, from wHich he was all the chapters Which had transpired
April 22, 1925; cause of complaint, Camden May 18, 19:17; cause of com graduated in 1916.
His fraternity in his 33 years. He accepted the
cruel and abusive treatment, non plaint, gross and confirmed habits of war Dhlta Kappa Epsilon. He wa.s wise counsel of those parents, and
support and desertion.
Libellant intoxication. Emery for libellant.
a member of the Student Council always was his father’s -‘‘chum.”
asks for care and custody of minor
Grace V. Higgins from Lewis F. and among the numerous college ac His last act in this connection was
child, Joseph Benjamin LeBlanc. Higgins, both of Camden, married at tivities that marked the course he a round of golf at the Rockland
Campbell for libellant.
Thomaston Dec. 19, 1912; cause of was business manager of Mask and Country Club, and one of the sweet
Della H. Peasley of Rockland from complaint, cruel and abusive treat Gown, also of the Bugle, president, memories which the bereaved father
Marvin Peasley of parts unknown, ment and extreme criielty. Emery manager and reader of the Musical will ever cherish was Dick’s re
There is enough salt in the ocean
Clubs, prize winner In speaking mark that It was the most enjoyable
to make a cover a mile and a half married at Warren Oct. 25, 1921; for libellant.
cause of complaint, desertion. Li
Blanch S. McDonald of Camden officer in College Y. M. C. A., marshal golf match he had ever played
thick for the United States.
bellant asks for custody of minor from Charles C. McDonald of, Thom of his class, and many others.
A married life that was in all Its
children, Nathan age six, Harold age aston, married at Camden Sept. 7,
Immediately on graduating he en relations ideal added a crown to an
five, and Leroy age three. Smalley 1905; cause of complaint, cruel and tered the Boston office of Stone & existence which from Its beginning
A Deposit of Honor
for libellantabusive treatment. Gould for libel Webster, Inc., operating division, had been one of steady progress up
This Company Has Loaned
Agnes G. AVlaire of Camden from lant.
and was transferred fro.m there to the ward, strengthened by a religious
Thousands of Dollars
Guy Ware of Montclair, N. J., mar
Arthur W. Lindsey of Rockland office In Pensacola, Fla., where he faith that was superb.
ried at Camden A..g. 3, 1907; cause from Florence A. Lindsey of Port was engaged until his country’s en He scarce had need to doff his pride or
On Character Privately
of complaint, desertion and non-sup land, married at Rockland July 28, trance Into the World War. He en
slough the dross of Earth—
And the Borrower finds it Easy
port. Libellant asks lor custody of 1914; cause of complaint, desertion. listed in the Officers Training School E'en as he trod that day to God ao walked
to pay through our weekly oi*
he front his birth,
minor children, Dorothy, age 12, and Payson for libellant.
monthly plan.
at Plattsburgh, from which he issued In ahnpleness and gentleness and honour
Edward,
age
seven.
Smalley
for
li

and clean mirth,
*
Katherine A. Jordan of Rockport with a captain’s commission and was
Lawful Rata of Interest undsr
bellant.
Upon all who knew him Richard
from Raymond S. Jordan of Rock assigned to service at Camp Devens,
Supervision of State Banking
Emma
H.
Parsons
from
Fenton
E.
land, married at Rockport Jan. 7, where his first orders took hint Into, Fuller left the Imprint of three sterlDepartment
Parsons of Dixville In the Province 1922; cause of complaint, cruel and the South on recruiting duty, from inK characteristics—courtesy, kindilConfidential Loan Co.
of Quebec, married at Rockland July abusive treatment and non-support. which he returned To Devens will. neEN «nd consideration for the less
431 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
29, 1908; cause of complaint, cruel Libellant asks for custody of minor 2000 colored recruits. His natural
natural |i fortunate. What fruit those three
treatment and habits of intoxication. children, Gladys M. and Frances A. efficiency speedily placed him in traits bore was found In the remarks
Two
Offices Two
Smalley for libellant.
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
Payson for libellant.
cofTTmand of the division of Military heard on all sides when the wires
Florencla Irene Phillips of Rock
MORTGAGES OF ALL KINDS
Charlotte E. Brown from William Police, and this was soon followed by brought the sad intelligence Satur
day.
....
land from Marvin Adelbert Phillips T. Brown, both of Rockland, married
TEL. 190
promotion to the rank of major. He
Mr. Fuller was married Feb. 8,
--------------;------------------- ;-------parts unknown. .married.-aURocUCalais Sept. 4 ,1907; cause of comwas
then
23
years
of
age
and
at
the
land
S*»nt
19
...
.
.
land
Sept.
12, 19°n
1925:‘ ffliiqn
cause nf
of nnm
com_ plaint,
cruel and abusive treatment time the youngest officer In the 1919, to Sarah Jeanette Briscoe,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
plaint, extreme cruelty Otis for li and extreme cruelty. Jones for libel
American Army holding that com
bellant.
Rrircoe of Detroit, Mich. Three chil
lant.
mission. His many requests to be dren were born to them, who with
Anna Belle Harr’s of Rockland
Marlon P. Moores of Rotkland sent Overseas were denied on the
. ,
. ,
,
, i tho mother survive—Sarah Jeanfrom Leslie D. Hauls of Rooth Sta from William T. Moores of Portland,
tion, Dominion of Canada, married at married at Portland Nov, 8, 1925; ground that his executive abilities;^ aged g Rlchard s._ 4, and W11.
OIivf,r j, months And besldPa
Frederlckton, N. B„ March 6, 1918; cause of complaint, cruel and abusive were of greater value to the service,
cause of complaint, desertion and treatment and non-support. Libel here. He received his discharge In bjs palelRs be js survived by a sister
July, 1919, following the armistice of | Ellzabeth (Mrs. Howard G. Philnon-support. Paysrn for libellant.
lant asks that her name be changed
brook.) Commander Douglas W.
Hazle B. ,Snow of Camden from to Marlon Pearl Leach. Ingraham November In the preceding year.
Association with the oil business in Fuller, U. S. N„ and Donald H.
Karl (J. Snow of Atkinson, married at for libellant.
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
and later In Fuller of Rockland.
Guilford March 8. 1924; cause of
Annie Sobollski from Adam Sobocomplaint, cruel and abusive treat liski, both of Rockland, married at Montreal followed his discharge from
Funeral services take place this
the service. It was while In Tulsa
ment. Dwinal for libellant.
Warsaw, Poland, Jan. 1, 1894; cause that one of his most interesting ex Tuesday at 2 o’clock at the family
Nellie B. Wright of Camden from
of complaint, cruel and abusive treat periences befell. It was at the time home on Beech street, Rev. Benjamin
Ansel H. IWrlght of Saybrook, Conn ,
ment, Libellant asks for custody of of the race riots in that city, and P. Browne of the First Baptist
married at Deep River, Conn., Oct.
Church officiating, assisted by Rev.
minor child, Josephine. Roberts for followed his experience in the Bos
31, 1896; cause of complaint, cruel
Walter S. Rounds of the Congrega
libellant.
ton police strike, in which he was tional Church. The ushers will be
and abusive treatment and desertion.
Ruth
E.
Llttlehale
from
Raymond
commissioned by Gov. Coolidge and Frank W. Fuller, Adrlel U. Bird, Al
Libellant asks for custody of minor
child, Hayden Wright. Emery for L. Llttlehale. both of Warren, mar bore an active part. He was called bert C. Jones, Wyman Foster and
ried
at
Warren
Dec.
19,
1925;
cause
in by the Tulsa committee of safety Charles Eaton of Boston. The bear
libellant.
Fred S. Kenniston of Union from of complaint, efuel and abusive when the riot situation was at its ers will he Commander D. W. Fuller,
Lelia M. Kenniston of Richmond, Va„ treatment, non-support and gross and height and given supreme command Donald H. Fuller, Howard G. Phil
married at Washington, D. C„ April confirmed habits of Intoxication. Bringing to bear the methods |tf brook of Tampa, Florida, J. Price
Camp Devens he directed the mili Bi iscoe of Bangor, James M. Beal
14. 1922; cause of oomplaint, de Campbell for libellant.
Helen P. Sawyer from Laurence A tary and police forces, organized of Wellesley Hills, Mass., and James
sertion. Payson for libellant.
Miles G. Pitcher of Washington Sawyer of Thomaston, married at refugee camps, and soon brought or M. Eaton of Boston. Interment will
from Mary R. Pitcher of Somerville, Portsmouth, N. H„ Jan. 24, 1925: der where chaos had reigned. The be at Achorn cemetery, with brief
cause of camplalnt, adultery and tributes paid to this service by the committal.
cruel and abusive treatment. Libel
lant asks for custody of minor child
Bdith H. Miller for libellant.
SECRETARY LORD RESIGNS
See and Hear the
Mabel E. Hamor from Willard H
Hamor, both of Rockland, married at
Rockland Aug. 31, 1924; cause of
Latest
complaint, gross and confirmed habits To Become Secretary of Gardner, Maas., Chamber of
of intoxication and non-support
Commerce—Gave Valuable Service Here.
Libellant asks for custody of adopted
daughter, Pauline E. Miller for libel
lant.
Samuel S. Lord, who has been sec- . Lincoln Good Roads Association,
Blanche Searls from William Searls retary of the Rockland Chamber of [ Secretary of the Rockland Cornboth of Rockland, married at Vinal Commerce the past two years, tend- munity Chest Association,
haven Aug. 28, 1907; cause of com ered his resignation yesterday in or-1 Mr. Lord firmly allied himself wlt-h
plaint, cruel and abusive treatment der to accept a similar position in the city's best undertakings and has
and extreme cruelty. Libellant asks Gardner, Mass. It was regretfully been of value to the community
for custody of minor children, Ernest accepted by the board of directors ! which cannot he fully appreciated
Ormer, Freda Evelyn and Catherine and President Bird was made chair- 1 until now that his services are lost,
Florice. Tirrell for libellant.
man of a committee which will look I He has made countless friends here,
at
Elmer A. Dyer from Nettie Mae over the field for the secretary’s sue-I and'is Induced to leave only by the
Dyer, both of Rockland, married at cessor.
i fact that his new position carries a
Rockland Sept. 2, 1903; cause of com
Mr. Lord, upon his return trom largely Increased salary. The Gard
plaint, arfultery. Tirrell for libel Massachusetts last week, confided his ner Chamber has 375 members and
lant.
intentions to a few of his Intimate the town a population of 21,000.
Evelyn E. Thurston from George friends, but it was not until yester
Authorized Dealers
A. Thurston, both of Appleton, mar day’s session of the board of direc
ried at Washington Aug. 24, 1923; tors that the fact became generally YOUR FAVORITE POEM
cause of complaint, adultery. Libel known. President Bird then read tht
A JAR OF ROSE-LEAVES
lant asks for custody of minor chil following communication;
Myriad roses fade unheeded,
TO HOLDERS OP
dren, Isabelle and Geneva. Tirrell
“At the meeting of the hoard of
Yet no note of grief Is needed;
When the ruder breezes tear them.
SECOND UBERTY LOAN for libellant.
directors held this afternoon, I would
Sung or songless, we can spare them
Everett A. Carter from Gladys M like to have you tender my resigna
But the choicest petals are
4j PER CENT BONDS
Carter, both of Rockland, married at tion as Setyetary of the Rockland
Shrined iln some deeo Orient jar.
Rockland March 4, 1918; cause of Chamber of Commerce to become ef
Rich without and sweet within.
Where we cast the rcse-leaves in.
EXCHANGE OFFERING OF NEW complaint, cruel and abusive treat fective before Oct. 1st. I am taking
ment. Libellant asks for custody of this step as I have been elected sec
Life has jars of costlier price
TREASURY NOTES
minor children, Daphine, Hazel and retary of the Gardner, Massachusetts,
Framed to hold our memories.
There
we treasure baby smiles.
Russell. Tirrell for libellant.
Second Liberty Loan bonds have been called
Chamber of Commerce. I wish to
Boyish exploits, girlish wiles.
for payment on November 15th next, and no
John J. Dunn of Boston from Tiny take this opportunity in thanking
All
that
made our early days
interest will be paid after that date.
Marie Dunn of Rockland, married at you, the Board of Directors and the
Sweeter than these trodden ways
Notice is given of a new offering of United
Where
the
Fates our fortunes spin.
Rockland May 29, 1926;
SUtee Treasury notes, in exchange for Second
— - cause of
- Ullliltj
LJC71 OAA A pr A.AJ1forJ”your
ui
i V11" 4 A VI
entireAAAVAAA
membership
splendid
Memory, toss the rose-leaves in!
Liberty Loan Converted 4 !-£ per cent bonds.
co-operation
that
has
been
glvpn
me
The new notes will be dated September 15, 1927,
ment and adultery, Tirrell for libel- during my two years here in Rock
What the jar holds, that shall stay;
ana will bear interest from that date at the rate
Time steals all the rest away.
of
per cent. The notes will mature in five
lant.
land.
Samuel S. Lord.’’
Cast In love’s first stolen word,
years but may be called for redemption after
three years.
In connection wi’h the Chamber of
Bliss when uttered, bliss when heard;
Interest on Second liberty Loan Converted
Malden’s looks of shy surprise;
The regular meeting of the W. C. Commerce work, which has received
4J4 per cent bonds surrendered and accepted in
Glances from a hero’s eyes;
T. U. will be held at the home of such faithful and diligent attention
exchange will be paid to November 15, 1927.
Palms we risked our souls to win :
The price of the new issue of notes, is 100
Hold
Miss Annie Frye, Summer street, from Secretary Ixird, his broad
Memory, fling the rose-leaves In !
ers surrendering Second Liberty Loan Convert
Friday afternoon at 2.30.
Topic: shoulders have carried a multitude of
ed 4
per cent bonds in exchange will receive, at
Now
more sombre and more slow
the time of delivery of the new notes, interest
“General Discussion
of Depart other duties, as seen by the fact that
Let the Incantation grow!
on such Second Liberty Loan Converted 4 1 * per
ments."
he
has
also
resigned
from
ihe
follow

Cast
in shreds of rapture brief.
oent bonds from May 15, 1927, to November 15,
Subtle links ’twixt hope and grief;
ing positions;
1927, lees the premium on the new notes issued.
Vagrant
fancy's dangerous toys;
Holders of pecond Liberty Loan Converted
Secretary of Klnox (jounty Fish
(’overt dreams, narcotic joys
4 H per oent bonds who desire to take advantage
Flavored
with the taste of aln :
and
Game
Association.
of this opportunity to obtain Treasury notes of
Memory, pour the rose-leaves In!
the new issue, should arrange with their bank
JULIA
V.
WOODCOCK
Secretary and Treasurer of the
for such exchange at the earliest possible date,
Rockland Baseball Association.
Quit that borderland of pain !
as this offer will remain open only for a limited
Teacher of
Cast In thoughts of nr bier vein,
period after September 15th.
Secretary and Treasurer of the
Further information may be obtained from
Magic gifts of human breath,
Rockland Playground Association.
banks or trust companies, or from any Federal
Mysteries of birth and death.
Secretary of the Rockland Com
Reserve Bank.
Wdiat If all this web of change
But prepare for scenes more strange f
A. W. MELLON,
munity and School Improvement AsTHOMASTON
TEL. 157-2
If to die be to begin ?
Secretary ot the Treasury.
sociation.
106-tf
Memory, heap the ro?e-leav<Mi in I
WaWWagtoo, D. C„ September 6, 1927.
Secretary of the Waldo, Knox
—Thomas Wentworth Higginson.

| heard at other Festival concerts—one
.. K of the most distinguished on the con/
^..cert stage.
Make thy recreation servant to ••• I There will be a chorus representi ••• thy business, lest thou become a •••! Ing many communities of Eastern
••* slave'to thy recreation.—Quarles.
••• i Maine, as there has always been, and
large orchestra,
Adelbert
W.
••• *••
.«. .«.
.«. .«. .>. gp , a
Sprague of Bangor will conduct.
And so the Festival is to be kept
THE GARDEN OF ROSES
alive—in somewhat simplified form,
(For The Courier-Gazette]
to he sure; but this will be by far
There blooms a oeautiful garden
the most distinguished concert given
Somewhere that I know.
In Maine this year. The prices will
And often in dreams I wander
be $1, $2, $3.50, and $4. Announce
There, where the roses grow.
ment of the ticket sale and other
When the work of day is over
Important details, will be made soon.
And twilight gathers near,
Werrenrath, pleasantly remembered
I find In that garden of roses
here, is thus introduced:
A smile for every tear.
“American born and trained, the
A flower for each heartache—
possessor of a heritage of the best
I count them as I go
ard finest musical traditions re
In dreams a.bout the garden
Where the roses grew !
ceived from a long line of ancestors
Xankey Lee.
who were well known musicians. It
Woods Hole, Mass.
was Inevitable that Reinald Werren
rath should have become a singer.
A motor boat, licensed as A 1938, Today he stands pre-eminent, un
was picked up adrift three miles west questionably not only one of the
of Whitehead Sunday by the smack foremost personalities and success
Fannie, and can be ¥ found by the ful singers before the public, but
owner at the Parnell Lobster Co.’s also one of the most satisfying ar
landing on Tillson wharf.
tist.' on the concert platform.
“Werrenrath’s success has been
tremendous, both on this side of the
Atlantic and In Europe, where he has
toured triumphantly several times,
his art Is rare, virile, wholesome, In
telligent. and there Is an understand
ing and beauty about all that he
does that strikes a responsive chord
in the hearts of his hearers. He
woi ks unceasingly and each year
brings something new to his audien
ces, which after all is the secret of
a lasting success.
---------------

■■'j'.

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

BANGOR FESTIVAL

THREE CENT8 A COPY

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Portland has quit, but Bangor is
The Rockland Gazette was estah’lshed Ir
This community was shocked by 1 authorities and the press were of the
The September term of Knox | Mass., married at Jefferson Jan. 13,
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established to give its Festival, and the date
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. xvjn hP Mnndsv Ort 8
County Supreme Court was con- | 1917: cause of complaint, cruel and , the word received over the telephone : highest character.
The Free Tress was established In 1855. and,"
,
,
,,
,n 1924 he resumed his connection
, In 1881 changed its name to the Tribune. J
7 he suloial will be Reinald Wer- venlng as this paper went to press, abusive treatment and adultery. LI- ■ Saturday afternoon that Richard S
bellant asks for custody of minor Kull^r had come to his death by wlth Slone & Webster, where he was
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
renrath. baritone, who has been

R
—

A statement just issued by WillysOverland, Inc., makers of the Whippet
and Willys - Knight^ says that no
changes are being anticipated in
Whippet design or construction and
that the success achieved by this car has
been such as to indicate the adoption of
Whippet features by other cars in the
near future.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, September 13, 1927.

t:

PUBUC ANNOUNCEMENT

Another cargo of that Coal which the Public is so pleased
with has arrived. We will be pleased to receive your valued

order.
Quality and Service Guaranteed

Independent Coal Co.

A Monster Sale
I

The V. F. Studley Co., Inc., Furniture

Stock is to be Cleared Out Completely
by the Eastern Furniture Co. in a

FRESHMAN

MONSTER SALE TO START

FRIDAY A. M.
t

AT 9 O’CLOCK

EQUAPHASE

RADIO RECEIVER

House-Sherman, Inc.

See Thursday’s Courier-Gazette for

Details and Prices

I

Eastern Furniture Company

PIANO

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette

OUR GRANGE CORNER

BURPEESI

THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

Knox and Lincoln Patrons
Have Had a Busy Month’s
Meetings.

A Glenwood Single Pipe

Rockland, Maine, Sept. 13, 1927.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddle. who
on oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Sept. 10, 1927 there
was printed a total of 6130 copies.

The busy Grangers of Knox and
Lincoln and Waldo Counties have
beer, holding some very interesting
and instructive meetings the past
I will be with him in trouble; 1 month The last Thursday in August
will deliver him.—Psalm 91:15.
Good Will Grange at South Warren
opened its meetings for the year’s
An effectual weapon against disas- work, and with many guests partook
,
. , ,
.
of one of its excellent suppers, after
ters to trans-Atlantic airsh ps
as
a Spjenj;j program was prebeen found and its name is "Public sented by the Lecturer.
Sept. 3
Opinion.’’ The world thrilled at the Knox and Waldo Pomonas met in
accomplishments of Col. Charles A. joint session with Evening Star
Orange, Washington. W. J. Thomp
Lindbergh and those other daring
son of South China was the speaker,
aviators who succeeded in reaching taking for his subject "Killing the
their goal, but it was quick to sense : Giants..’ It was a worthwhile lecture
that a tremendous element of chance j and all enjoyed it. Knox and Wald)
entered
into
these
adventurous Provided the balance of the program
; Sept, o Waldo held its regular sesflights, and that the death toll was, s[on with Tranquility Grange, Linout of proportion to the fame which colnville, and 25 of the Knox Pomona
crowns such a performance. Twenty , Patrons were welcomed as guests,
attempts have been made to cross
" ''*te ®ak Grange held one of its ]
„ I big meetings Friday night and Good
the Atlantic. Nine planes made the . wl„ G].ange q( South Warren
,
Before me,

Furnace Will Heat Your

FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Humic.

Joutnev in safety, two have failed, furred the third and fourth degrees. ■
and what happened to the other nine while White Oak provided the eats,
planes the world will probably never ' At the close of the degree, nearly 83 |
,
_,
..
.... i „„ members sat down to the long tables
know. The Naw Department has 1
,
.
....
; filled with the good things. White1
withdrawn its aviators who w ould Qak an(j Good Will Granges are very '
have participated in further flights, friendly and when the invitations are t
the thinking
ami the
thinking people
people on
on both | extended it always means a good
time.
sides of the water have joined in an
Tuesday Lincoln Pomona tpeets
energetic protest against the further with Maple Grange. North Waldo- ,
useless sacrifice of men and women boro, and Knox County is to be well I
who can be of vastly more use to represented.
Sunday. Sept. 4. Mr. and Mrs. '
aviation in other ways.
Charles Gardner entertained a family ■
dinner party at their Rockport home
Some day, and let us hope it is
After the work of clearing away from
in the not too distant future, the dinner was completed the ladies of
town of Friendship is coming into its the party gathered around the piano
own as one of the most beautiful and sang the songs of bygone days,
when they were known as the Ladies'
localities on the Maine coast. There
Quartet of Pleasant Valley Gran*
arc not lacking those who have al Those present were Mr. and Mrs. V
ready known this for many years, A. Chandler and daughter Dorothy of.
bi.t with the increasing use of the Bangor. Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Averill
automobile those points which were Cttpt. Frank Averill. Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Gardner of Rockland and
once thought “inaccessible'’ are now Miss Marie Lunden of Rockport.
!
in one’s very dooryard. One has but
to visit Davis Point. Martin’s Point,
POULTRY FIELD DAY
Btadford's Point, Long Island and
Morse’s Island to appreciate the fact Important Meeting To Be
that here nature has scattered her
Held At Foster Jameson’s
gems most lavis, ly. Scores of cot
In Waldoboro.
tages attest to the fact that this
wonderful scenery has already been
An important meeting to all poulrecognized, but when the advancing
trvmen will he held Sept. 24 at the
summer hosts push on to new fields farm of Foster Jameson. Waldoboro..
they are going to see in this town, This meeting is in connection with
IS miles beyond Rockland and con- tiie adult poultry cluhs in West Aina,
Damariscotta and Friendship; and
nteted with it by excellent roads, these clubs extend an invitation to
the ideal spot.
ail poultrymen in the county. Mr.
Jameson has a practical poultry farm
Forty-five ^ears ago this month well located for a meeting of this
the first electric light station in the kind. He has about 900 S. C. R. I.
Red pullets nearly ready to lay. He
United States was opened. Today is practicing a range rotation and
electricity in all its forms is as easy , has a number of the Tolman shelters
to draw upon as water from a fau- j which he has found very satisfaccet and consequently the light and
_There are,three Plee®»
al‘
falfa that are doing very well and is
power industry has growln to
e
used as green feed for the hens,
one of the major industrial services
Besides being a poultry farm Mr.
with an investment in property and Jameson has about one-half an acre
equipment of more than eight bilraspberries, several acres of blueberries, a good sized young orchard,
lion dollars. This investment, which an(j
pas^ season, he has done
increases by another billion dollars some grafting using the special side
during 1927, has been necessitated by £ra^1 a°d wax cloth.
.
, ,
...
_ I An inspection of the farm will be
an increasing demand for power ser- .
,
,
.___
made in the forenoon, starting at
vice which shows an annual gain of 10.30 There will be time enough to
about 11 percent. The total con ask questions regarding any part of
sumption during 1926 was approxi th" business.
Picnic lunch at noon. In the afmately 74 billion kilowatt-hours, and | ternoon the clubs have been very
the present rate of use this year fortunate in obtaining Mr. Roy Jones
points to 81 billion kilowatt-hours, j Poultry Specialist from Storrs, Connocticut. Mr. Jones is one of the
______________
The world’s largest artificial lakepoultry authorities in New Eng,
land. At the World's Congress rewhose water Is to produce electric ctntly he,d
ottawa> Mr Jones
power in Alabama—will soon be was one of the speakers.
He will
formed. A dam 200 feet high and discuss general poultry management
2,C00 feet long on the Tallapoosa Ejeryone «ntere»ted
«» P™1*/
should plan to attend this meeting
River about 20 miles fiom Biiming- ian(j hear Mr. Jones.
ham is backing up water for the new ' o. .M. Wilbur, Poultry Specialist of
Lake Martin which will be 63 miles' the Extension Service, Orono, will
,
, .
, ..
also be present and give an outline
long and impound three times as■
v
1
much water as is walled up by the which he attended this year.
To reach Mr. Jameson’s going from
great Muscle Shoals dam. The pro
ject cost about $20,000,000 but the Damariscotta turn to right in Wal
doboro village at second silent po
demand of the South for more elec- liceman. Going from Warren turn
trie power is expected to more than t0 le,t at first Snent policeman. The
justify the cost. The South, it may farm is about a mile from Waldo
be added, is now doing things on a ^ru village.
* .
. I
---------------------big scale, bigger, if possible than in
IDT TD It^lTT'TX/Il I 17
that great region known as the West.
_
DUKKL II V1LXL
Hazel and Gertrude Esancy are at
tending the Washington High School
Assistant Secretary Lowman, who
George Cullinan and Warren Por
has been in active charge of prohi- ter are working for George Miller,
The farmers In this section are
bition enforcement for six weeks, is
threshing grain and cutting ensilage
a persistent worker for the cause corn
which he represents and equally per
Henry Turner suffered an ill turn
sistent in ferreting out bribery and Friday
Irvin Turner is at home at pres
crookedness, hut he cannot be called
ent.
visionary. "If America can be made
William Gleason and family and
sober and temperate in 50 years a Mrs. Frances Lucas and children
good job will have been done,” lie spent Sunday at N. E. Calderwood’s
declares. In other words, he sees the
Any family can get together on the
enormity of the task.
proposition that an automobile
a necessity.

The new “Miss America,” crowned
ast Friday at Atlantic City, after
a beauty contest in which 37 States
participated, is known in every day
life as Miss Lois Delander, and she
was the entry from Illinois. She
weighs only 120 pounds, doesn't wear
bobbed hair and has fair complexion.
The judges looked into her pretty
oiue eyes and "Miss Illinois" became
•'Miss America.”

Florists are experimenting with a
new kind of bulb—the electric light
bulb. Tests already made wth the
electric light bulb when ‘planted" ju
diciously, show that its glow will
force flowers ahead several weeks
Similarly, electrical fertilization is
being recommended by leading nur
series as a means of assisting plant
lile located on tiie shady sides of
buildings.
The serving of chicken dinners be
gan at Wessaweskeag Inn Sunday,
and proved so popular that the sup
ply was exhausted long before the

closing hour.
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House-Sherman, Inc.
‘‘Electrical Specialists”
• • • •
«»

Authorized Dealers for

Atwater-Kent
Freshman
Grebe
and Fada

RADIOS

Home With Less Fuel

House-Sherman, Inc.

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY remain in which to profit by the MARK-DOWN at
this greit store.
SEVENTEEN BIG ATHERTON STORES go into the market next week to buy. Their purchases will be tre
mendous and—
STOCKS ON HAND MUST BE SOLD TO MAKE ROOM

July 15, 1927.

Burpee Furniture Co.,

Wcome your guests into a.
ftyingltyom tM realty lives

Rockland, Me.

Dear Sirs:
The Glenwood
Pipeless Furnace you sold me in
December has been very satis
factory. We heated our sevenroom heme with five tons of
coal, starting the fire Dec. 9, and
letting—it out April 27.
Our
house was comfortable through,
out the very coldest days.
(Name on request).

COXWELL SPECIAL
A handsome
Reading Chair

A Completely Installed Glenwood from $149.
Up. A Whole Year To Pay.
The New Glanwood
Parlor Furnace
Made especially for homes not
equipped with furnaces.

This It a rati man’s chair. Frame
Ia mahogany and you can select
tapestry or velour covers.

This Newest of Parlor
Furnaces Will Heat As
Much Space As the Ordi
nary 18 in. Furnace.
It is beautiful,
some walnut.

BEAUTIFUL JACQUARD VELOUR 3-PIECE SUITE

151
dummy Suite like
liiis
leik
If • • •
WEEKLY TERMS

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THIS SALE

Finished a hand-

Different than all others.
SUPREME HEATING POWER

©7

REMEMBER—You can buy a Glenwood Furnace or
Range on very easy terms of payment. No interest
for one year.

■

$

This is not just a parlor suite. It is the complete furnishings for the living room. And made so it can
be used, every day and every night, without fear that it will become shabby. It is an honest suite
and will wear for years and years. The velour is real Jacquard. Over 250 springs used to make it
soft and comfortable. The Divan, Wing Chair and Club Chair are truly luxurious.

HEAVY FURNACE GRATES

•

J

.

a

>J

?Tr>

aoaqaapoa

BURPEE
Little Walnut Table

FURNITURE CO.
IZOCKI AND

— '-lAINE*

Finished
to match
Suita

EMPIRE THEATRE
Today will be the last opportunity
to see Milton Sills in ills best picture
Hard Boiled Haggerty.”
A new hero type, that of a shabby,
kindly old physician, portrayed by
Rudolph Schildkraut In the role of
"The Country Doctor ” is the newest
addition to screen portraits. Tiie
picture is a drama of :ural New Eng
land life thirty years ago. Immortal
izing that unsung.typically American
character—the country practitioner.
It is a screen drama by Beulah Marie
Dix, and will be shown Wednesday
and Thursday.
Under the direction of Rupert Juli
an, who made "The Yankee Clipper.”
it is said to rank as ore of the great
est rural classics. Julian is noted
for his ability to combine human in
terest with spectacular scenic ef
fects, and according to report he has
been given ample laiitude for both
in this production.
"For Ladies Only,' the Columbia
Productions’ picture, which is the
other feature for Wednesday and
Thursday, has a cast headed by
Jacqueline Logan and John Bowers.
—adv.

STRAND THEATRE
There's plenty of action in today’s
feature-—"The Million Dollar Mys
tery." Tiie Black Hundred, a ter
rorist bund, has been relentless in
its pursuit of Stanley Hargreave, a
former member who had deserted
their ranks twenty years before.
Hargreave has amassed a mnslderable fortune—specifically, a-mlllion
dollars—and knowing himself to be
closely pursued by tiie members of
tiie
organization, assembles
the
money in cash in las home in order
to turn it over to his daughter, Flor
ence, who has been reared in an ex
clusive boarding school in ignorance
of the truth concerning herself. In
fact she does not know who her own
father is. Florence is brought to her
father's home on the very night that
the Black Hundred is preparing to
sttike, and the plot develops with
startling suddenness..
"Married Alive" is the offering for
Wednesday and Thursday, and tiie
doesn't begin to convey a hint at
the interesting developments. Tiie
stars are Matt Moore and Margaret
Livingstone.
Patrons are again reminded that
this theatre lias gone hack to its old
p: ice of 25 cents; no extra admis
sion charge on account of talking
pictures.—adv.

PARK THEATRE

Philco Socket Powers
Armor Radio Tubes

ONLY 4 MORE BARGAIN DAYS

Hundreds of Knox County homes
are using a Glenwood. Every
day we receive testimonials I ke
the following:

it should.
Suffice to say that
"Chang” names the fear in every Sia-‘
mese's heart.
Merian Cooper and
Ernest Shoedsack, the two brave
Americans who made this film, have
traveled far into the jungle of Siam
to bring to the screen this realistic
story which follows a basic jdot
'ending up to an overwhelming cli
max.
CJpra Bow, the original "It” girl is
the star of ’’Hula” the Paramount
picture to be shown Thursday and
Friday. Jn ’ Hula” Miss Bow is cast
as the daughter of a lovable but dis
solute planter.
On her father’s
Hawaiian plantation, Clara has
grown up to be a girl of the out
doors, more at home in the water or
saddle than in a dancing frock Then
Clive Brook, a handsome young Eng
lish engineer is injected into the
story. Clara immediately proceeds
to fail in love with 1 ini and he with
her. though he will not confess it.
Miss Bow's methods of attempting
to gain a confession from him are
numerous, and bring out the start
ling fact that he is already married
, thqugli unhappily so. The untimely
i arrival of Brook’s wife and the poisonous tales told her by a jealous, adrairer of her husband add much zest
; to the film.—adv.

This handy little table can be use
ful anywhere. In tho dining room
it makes a fine serving piece.

A SHADED WALNUT SUITE-9 PIECES
A remarkable suite for a fine home. It furnishes the dining room complete. The factory that made
this claims there is not a better finished suite to be bought at any price. The buffet ia 60 inches and
finished inside. China Closet is roomy and the D ning Table extends to six feat. Five Side Chairs and
Arm Chair complete a beautiful outfit.

SPECIAL PRICE FOR THIS SALE

S bed tfoom lity this reflect?
rare d'arm and good lade

BELFAST BALL PLAYERS

Fans who have followed the Bel
fast bail team all summer will lie
interested in what the men are to
do this fall ar.d winter, as they have
all made many friends. Manager
Bill Kenyon lias gone back to Uni
versity of Maine is freshman coach
Jack McGowan to Massachusetts,
where he is a High School teacher
His brother returns to Colby as a stu
dent and Eliot Small, returns to
Bates.
Charles .Small the star
pitcher who was responsible for
many ol Belfast’s victories, goes to
SprP gfieid to attend the Y. M. C. A,
College and Paiement goes to
Georgetown University, Washington.
I).
Davidson returns to Holy
Cross and Chapi.ud to M. C. I
Daker will coach at Bridgton Acad
emy. and Cogan staying in Belfast, a,
little daughter having arrived at the
Waldo County Hospital during the
closing days of the season. He left
Saturday for M. ('. I., where lie is
alhletic director.

A Soft Durable
COTTON
MATTRESS
♦y ’ 3
I *•
Any Size

Thia is made especially for us and
guaranteed.
Close tufting and
strong art ticking.

BEDROOM SUITE OF REAL WALNUT
K
■

EAST WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Earle M. Spear are
housekeeping in Waldoboro where
Mr. Spear is principal of the High
School.
Joseph Richard.a called on J.
Watts Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Richards were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. William Simmons in Rockland.
They went over with Mr. Simmons
in his new car.
There lias been much flourishing
I of paint brushes in this vicinity
lately, consequently nearly everyone
; has a newly painted mail-box, with
name and number on it. This is a
convenience to our new mail carrier.
A. G. Anderson called on J. E.

"Chang" tiie Paramount picture
being shown today for the last time,
is a picture that has all the color of
the tangled jungle for its backdrop
and has searched out the natives of
northern Siam and the wild animals
abounding there for Its cast. What
"Chang” means must remain a se
cret if the picture Is to thrill you us Watts Sunday evening.

WEEKLY TERMS

Here is a suite that would sell for nearly double in the ordinary store. A contract for a oarload
allowed us to make a low price, then again we have cut it down for this sale. It is a complete suite.
Bow-end Bed, large Dresser, three-mirror Vanity and five-drawer Chiffonier.

SPECIAL FOR THIS SALE

WEEKLY TERMS

$164
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Evening Appointments
Saturday evening the store is
until 10 o'clock. Any other
ning we will meet you here b
pointment.
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TALK OF THE TOWN'
COMING

WOULD DRAFT “CAL”

Result of Straw Vote Con
ducted By Burlington, Vt.,

NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Sept. 13-15—-Monroe Fair.
Sept.

14—Annual

reunion

Fourth

Milne

infantry. Second Maine Battery and Naval

Sept. 27-29—North Knox Fair. Union.
Sept. 28—-W. C. T. U. State Convention In

Fairfield.
Oct. 11-13—Toirabsa Fair.
Oct. 18—SiH-clal election on primary law.

Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair, Damaris
cotta.
Oct. 8—-Maine Music Festival. Bangor.
Oct. 13—Annual fair of Pleasant Valley
Grange at Its hall. Middle stTeet.
Oct. 13—Annual fair of Pleasant Valley

Grange.
Oet. 18—Special State election on primary
law.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.

This Week’s Weather
Weather outlook for the week in
North anti middle Atlantic states:
Generally fair today followed by a
period of showers middle or latter
part. Warmer by middle of week
and temperature mostly normal or
above thereafter.

East Maine Conference Seminary
at Bucksport opened yesterday for
the fall term.
Wednesday noon the Ladies of Ed
win Libby Post are serving a har
vest dinner at G. A. R. hall.

The Gyrus H. K. Curtis yacht
Lyndonla, with Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
aboard, sailed from Portland harbor
Sunday night. The cruise in Maine
waters lias been a thoroughly en
joyable one.
*

OUR FALL LINE OF

Sport Coats
IS NOW READY
We specialize in Sport Travel Coats.

The State advisory board meeting
of the Maine D. A. R. will he held
in Pittsfield. Wednesday at 10.45 a.m.
at the Vnlversalist Church. Lunch
eon at 1 o'clock. At this time Chap
ter Regents will outline their work
»Jor the coming year.

Priced from—

$15.00 to $89.50
In all sizes.

Supt. A. F. McAlary Is having his
annual vacation from the office of
the Camden & Rockland Water Co.
One item in his itinerary will be at
tendance upon a convention In Bos
ton.
X
____

iff

Newspaper.

Veteran*, Kockland.
Sept. 21,-Race.s at Knoi Trotting Park.
Sept. 21—Runnuage sale by the Unlveraa11st ladies.
Sept. 21—First day of autumn.

The Sons of Veteran's. Auxiliary
will hold it card party in G. A. R.
hall tonight.

Page Three

New fall mixtures.

Sizes 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 38, 40, 42, 44
Sizes 14%, 16%, 18%, 46,48, 50
40%, 42%, 44!/2, 37/4, 39%, 41%
46%, 48%, 50%, 43%, 45%
•

We invite your inspection

"

The Burlington Free Press says
that the rank and ..file of Vermont
voters would draft President Coolidge
again for president, according to a
straw vote conducted by the FTee
Press. The Republican vole In favor
ot drafting Coolidge is 1812, and op
posed to drafting him, 411. Herbert
Hdover is the favorite candidate of
Vermont Republicans in this straw
vote If Coolidge withdraws abso- '
! iutely. Hoover received 805 votes
i on first choice and 111 for second I
| choiceIn the second place is ’
Charles E. Hughes, who is the first
choice of 689 Vermont Republicans
for president and the second choice I
of 234.
Nicholas Longworth is the second ,
choice of 115, but the first choice of
only 51. (William E. Borah was se- ’
lected as the first choice of 58 and
the second choice of 64; Frank O. ;
Lowden first choice of 30; second
choice, 70.
Democrats voted for Al Smith as
their first choice almost unanimously.
Smith received 200 out of 229 votes
cast in the Democratic campaign.
Senator Reed is in second place with
11 votes in first choice and 41 in sec
ond. Other Democrats in order of
popularity in Vermont are A. C.
Ritchie and A- V. Donahey.
Vermont has never wavered from
steadfast Republicanism and It Is
believed that Vermont's sentiment In
this straw vote taken in the past two
weeks, while no horns tor any par
ticular candidates are under way,
will have considerable weight in Re
publican councils.

»

Cutler-Cook Co.

BEING TOWED HERE

Arctic Schooner Radio Bring
ing the Damaged Mission
Yacht Marabal.
The Grenfell mission yacht Mara
bal, damaged by an explosion while
lying in Sydney Harbor is being
towed to this port by the MacMil
lan Arctic Schooner Radio, com
manded by Capt. John Crowell.
Miss Harriett HoughteHng
of
Chicago, and Miss Margaret Pierce
of Haverford. Pa., mission workers
burned in the explosion, have recov
ered and have left for their homes.
Mark Stone, steward is also home
ward bound.
Engineer Sellers, the
fourth person burned in the explo
sion, still was In the hospital yes
terday.
The Marabal, it will be remem
bered, was enroute from Thomaston
for Indian Harbor, when the disas
ter occurred, with Albert T. Gould
ot that town in charge. Just what
disposition will be made of the hull
has not been announced.

-F
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FALL GOATS
FLARE
Our showing of FALL COATS is Now Ready, more
pretentious than ever before. After scouring the New York
market we feel we have values here to interest you.

New

features include tucked and seamed backs, flares with fur

trim at bottom, fan pleating at side front and Fur, Fur, Fur
more than ever before.

Priced from $19.50 to $85.00
WHICH OF THESE COATS BECOMES YOU MOST?
That’s the problem for you to decide and you can easily
do it if you will take this opportunity of seeing the variety
of fine fall coats for dress and general wear that awaits you
in this first showing.

Wonderful line of Stouts from $19.50 to $49.00

MILLINERY THAT BESPEAKS
FASHION’S LAST WORD
/

Each model bears the authentic stamp of Dame Fashion and possesses some inter

esting feature of newness in either shape, material or adornment.

Visit the Millinery Department This Week

*1

t-

The Courier-Gazette's item aboift
the hen which rode into Rockland
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
on the top of an automobile found
its way into the State Chat column
John W. Thompson is attending a
Lody Cross and Fred Davis made
ot the Lewiston Journal. But how
BORN
A 110,000 volt session of the Forty Renter was elected a member filling
WAR’S AFTERMATH
- shall we forgive the good old Jour a trip through New Brunswick last Boy Scout conference in Boston.
Seatnon—-Rockland, Sep*. 7, to Mr. and ’
week.
Mrs. Horace Seaman, a sen Arthur Henry.
Club was in order yesterday with the vacancy caused by the resigna
nal for calling us the Courier-Cit
Stevens—Rockland, Aug. 24, to Mr. and i
tion of Warren Hill who has moved
Patrolman Harold W. Philbrook
Country Is Paying a Tremendous Mrs.
izen ?
Oliver B. Stevens, a daughter, Billie Almon M. Young, construction foreto Massachusetts.
An excellent
Tug Somners N- Smith towed the completed his vacation yesterday and
Amount In The Way of Pensions.
Dorothea.
man o5 the Central Maine Power Co. chicken dinner with ice cream and
harge Virginia Palmer out of Thom is hack on the beat. Patrolman
Dyer—North Haven, Sepi. 10, tu Mr. and
Belfast came out about $300 in the
at the switch. Mr. Young gave the real old-fashioned chocolate cake
Charles S. Stetson will now do the
War’s costly, there’s also the after Mrs. Alfred Dyer, a son.
hole on baseball this season as the aston -Saturday.
-------------- 1-------club a highly Interesting story of the added to the jollity. Program plans
fairs
for
two
weeks.
math
to
consider,
says
an
Exchange.
result ot the very discouraging
DIED
| great new power line the company for the term were discussed and the
Steam Llgb'ter Sophia brought sand
weather. With anything like a half
Take pensions for example
Wardwell—Union, Sept. 13. Alice W.. wife js running across the state from the members showed a pleasing willing
rrom the Kennebec to the W. H.
The eagerly awaited announcement
decent season all three teams would
The government is paying out monU^Is’day? Su^ra? Thursd»77; 2 »5.#0«.WO Gulf Island development ness to participate when desired.
of the opening sale ot the Eastern
Glover
Co.,
last
week.
have come out very nearly square,
nearly $250,000,000 a year on this one o'clock from residence of Donald Karl, 5U to Maxey’s switching station, for the Justice Philbrook. presiding at the
Furniture Company's new Rockland
and they are far from being dis
atreet.
direct benefit of Rockland and the September term of the Knox County
-Schooner Ellen Marla arrived at store is advertised in this paper to
item, and the end Is not yet. It will Granite
couraged.
uif’l"1h'r-Jeatport Ha-Por
*W' new cement company. Robbed of Its Supreme Court, will speak next
Front the Eastern Maine Musical be 1975 before the so-called “com Richard
Vinalhaven Friday with hardwood day, opening Friday at 9 a. m. The
Stearns Fuller, of Dedham. Mass.. .....
.
..
.
. .
, ai d native of Rockland, aged 33 years, 3 technical barriers, the story of the Monday and his coming assures a
entire stock of the V. F. Studley Co.. Association comes the pleasing news
edgings from Searsport.
Tarker Merriam of Owl’s Head set
pensation"
for
World
war
veterans
inon-ths,
18
days.
Funeral
services
front
45
project
assumed
a
romantic
phase
record attendance for he Is a prime
Ir.c will he disposed of nt once and that, a musical event Is to he held
out 4.000 gladioli plants last spring.
Beech street tills Tuesday at 2 o’clock.
ana showed the hearers a bit of the favorite with the Club.
Racing Is a sport at Knox Trotting the new stock made to coincide with this fall to keep alive the festival reaches its peak.
The fates were good to them and In
’l hough many years have passed ■
..___ _
fascination that fires this breed of
Park. Do not miss the program on the Eastern’s big Bangor store. At spirit. Dr. Chapman’s illness mak
RESOLUTIONS
consequence the Merriam gardens
since the Civil and Spanish-Ameri^.
ls ,taken
akcn from
from :I builders.
Mr. Young Is preparing a
Miss Mary Sylvester. Richard Bird
present tae store Is closed while the It impossible for him to direct, b
Again our Almighty ”
God
has
««>*<iers
Wednesday,
Sept.
21.
are show places in that vicinity.
can wars, there is a steady str^ani ol t ol|r order unt>tiiep. brother. Ralph Sprague, more complete story for the near and Samuel Smalley went yesterday
Association will hold ong. b
Studley;• A
Ao00'5 ’s being marked down-,
Some of the 190 varieties Were rep
new pension claims as a reswt of to cross the silent river to the Great Beyond, future which Is being awaited with to Orono, where they will enroll in
A carload of soft coal was trans The doors will be opened at 9 o’clock concert the evening of Oct. 3 in Ban those conflicts. Action of the last
Resolved. thattin tiie death of this loving )nterest Isidore Gordon was initl- the Freshman class at the University
resented ifl tlje beautiful bouquet
Friday morning. Mr. Studley will gor with Reinald Werrenrath. Amer
brother Hancock Lodge, No. 150, I. O. O. »F.,
ferred
from
a
Maine
Central
siding
which Mr. Merriam sent to The Cou
Congress in increasing the rate in has lost a true and worthy menifber.
ateu Into membership and Wilbur of Maine.
continue
the
used
furniture
business
ica's
great
baritone,
as
feature.
A
to the Court House bins yesterday.
rier-Gazette office yesterday.
at the Orel E. Davies house. Park rehearsal of local chorus, the Wight, certain cases tacks $30,000,000 on our , Resolved that our charter he drai>ed In
pension bill
mourning for a iperlod of thirty days, and a |
Barge No. 22 is at Nabby’s Cove, stieet. which he has bought for the Philharmonic Society will be held
ThP
Civil wat
war is
is sun
still casnng
costing us
these resolutions
sent to the
be-,
A delightful exhibition of Edwin
j he Civil
us , rt |Ve(Jofbrother
one to thv,beEllsworth
Ameri-I
Thursday
evening
at
7.30
at
the
home
purpose.
L. Brown's more recent watercolors Keag River, loading pulp wood from
$170,000,000 in pensions. The v et- ■ (.an one t0 Tj,e Rockla.id Courier -Gazette for
of
Mrs.
E.
F.
Berry,
Grove
street.
(.vans’ bureau is now paying out al- publication and one to be spread on our
Is being held at the Board of Trade the Charles Hall preserves tor Ban
Lakewood
Theatre, Skowhegan,
must that amount to World War | (Nafc^
j
rooms in Boothbay Harbor.
Mr. gor. She is chartered for two trips with complete its 17th week Sept. 24.
Friday ,is going to be an unlucky
Brown has been studying and paint
veterans. Brig-Gen. Frank T. Hi •, | COinmittee on resolutions.
Ot
the
new
plays
produced
there
day
for
somebody.
Maybe
it
will
be
It Is not necessary for local horse
ing from his cottage at the Common
—
three are in rehearsal tor early fall Frank Rossi of Lynn, Mass.; maybe director of the bureau, estimates that
In 2G years more money will be paid
wealth Art Colony this summer and tans to go away from home to gaze production on Broadway, "Bound."
it
will
be
Johnny
Scully
ot
South
ou/only by the government to men ‘ represented by the entire allied debt
has sold six of his most attractive Lt good horses. Just attend the race
at Knox Trotting Park, iSept. 21. "Hoosiers Abroad," a new adaptation Boston. The patrons of the sparring wno served In the late war than is *o the United States.
pictures.
by
Booth
Tarkington
of
his
great
exhibition to be held in The Arcade
There is speed, quality and substance
success "The Man From Home;” and that night may judge for themselves
Henry
Thompson
of
Autumn on hand all the time.
“A Free Soul.” This week George at the conclusion of six three-minute
stieet picked a nice fresh odorifer
Oliver Rollins, who has been em Cohan’s delightful comedy “Two Fel rounds. Will both boys travel the
ous apple blossom yesterday, abd
Smoky
was kind enough to remember that ployed as bell boy at the Thorndike lows and a Girl” is being enjoyed. entire distance, though?
TJie Courier-Gazette likes to notice Hotel, leaves today for Boston, where Next week George Le Guerre is a Wood of Portland and Rip Van Dyke
such oddities. Now if Henry should he enters the Bentley School ot Ac special attraction in A. E. Thomas' of Sanford, young speed merchants,
move from Autumn street to Spring counting and Finance, Boylston idyllic comedy “Just Suppose.” The will also be seen in six three-minute
theme is taken from a supposed situ rounds. The other bouts are: Jack
stieet he would probably find an street.
ation that might happen to the Howard of Rockland ,V9 Wildman
apple blossom on St. Patrick’s Day.
Miss Frances Hurd was the young Prince of Wales who in the play falls Quiron of Newport; and Charlie Kid
What Is believed to be the world's lady who rescued Mrs. ESlerson from in love with an American girl. It is Curry of Rockland vs. Ish Patterson
AT THE WALKOVER SIGN
record was made for a third ot a drowning a-t Whitcomb's Beach, Ash a whimsical love story. This marks ot Belfast.
mile track, at Waldo station last Point, last Friday, and the young the close of the Lakewood season.
A meeting for grade and rural
week when Tommy Finch, Jr., owned man who went to her assistance was
LOST—White Scotch turler. vicinity of teachers was held Saturday after
and driven by Perry Nelson of Dex a Mr. Nash ot Camden.
Pleasant St.; $5,011 reward. Apply JOHN
noon at the home of the superin
ter, circled the track in 2.19H, beat
SULLIVAN, Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 620
110*112 tendent and plans for the coming
ing the track record by 5% seconds,
The city schools opened yesterday
year were discussed. According to
although not winning the race. An under successful conditions. Some
the suggestions of State Commis
other Maine record for this season new attendance records were estab
sioner of Education, Dr. A. O. Thom
was a seven heat race lit the 2.21 lished in the grades, and the Fresh
as, reading will be emphasized
(lass as Red Russell threw a shoe man class of the High School is the1
I throughout the year. Reading tests
tind was cut and drawn after taking largest ever.
•will soon be given and the latter part
two heats without much trouble.
ot the school year another test will
Garden thieves stole more than a
be given in an endeavor to learn
The annual golf tournament of the truckload from Elden Jones premises
Combination Lizard and Alligator Leathers. All sizes.
what has been accomplished during
THE ONLY
Rotkland Country Club had a dra In Stanley lane the ether night, prac
Located in the Center of the Shopping District
the year.
Plans for spelling and
matic climax Saturday afternoon tically ruining the garden upon which
Black and Tan
speaking contests were also dlscussd.
when Fred C. Dyer won from Dr. he so greatly depended. There are no
All teachers registered in the Maine
A W. Foss two up In a contest that words which will do justice to the
! State Teachers Association. A slowent 45 holes. The score was a tie looters.
1 gait of Dr. Rollo G. Reynolds of Coat the 36th hole, and as Mr. Dyer was
j lumbia University will be kept in
giving -Dr. Foss a handicap of three
(True Tone)
The yacht Talbatross. owned by
1 mind this year, “Our schools are
spokes In nine holes It was neces Mr. Choate, a summer resident at
i about as successful as they are
sary to play another nine, which re North Haven, has hef n hauled oi*4 for
! happy,” and special endeavor will
sulted as already told. Mr. Dyer was the winter at the South -Railway.
he made to make our schools happy
Tel. Rockland 156-W. Tel. Camden 33-3
warmly congratulated by the other
The .Herzog yacht Bluebird, will be
schools for happy girls and boys.
contestants and members of the
hoisted out to keep It company.
The next meeting will be held in
“gallery," and finds in his new hon
14 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
Warren and will be a joint meeting
ors the reward of having constantly There were 27 of these pleasure craft
at
the
Snow
emporium
last
winter.
with
the
Union
teachers
and
it
is
striven to perfect his game. He suc
hoped that two speakers may be se
ceeds Arnold Rogers as the titleA. C. McLoon & j£o. are erecting a
cured for this meeting.
holder.
Marked Interest was also
shown in the tournament of the frame building. 75 feet long, on their
"Beaten Eight." In the finals Wil wharf to replace a structure which
GLENMERE
liam Wood defeated Walter C. Ladd was burned some months ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keene and
Llewellyn
Rokes
has
charge
of
the
• one up In 18 holes.
little son left for their home in
construction. The concern Is also
Rockland Sunday, their vacation
Installing
two
tanks
for
the
storage
Men's buckskein shirts for hunting
being over.
Ties are being shown more than any other styles this
of
fftel
oil.
Each
'Till
have
a
ca

or sport wear, all sizes, $3.50. Also
The next Ladies Sewing circle
A good diamond mint be white. I have a new grade commercially
pacity
of
15,000
gallons.
season. Both Patent and Autumn Brown, Cuban and
buckskin Jackets, $5. Coat depart
meets with Mrs. Helen Marshall,
perfect but new American cutting, This idea gives the owner a
ment, street floor, Fuller-Cobb-DaSept. 22.
Flat
heels
“We think that we have got the
vls.
109-1-10
larger diamond surface.
Rev. Sidney E. Packard and wife
best team that Maine has sent out
are away on a vacation of two weeks.
here in a long time," writes Lieut.
The parsonage is being painted
OLD FASHIONED
Robert L. Bridges, who Is at Cam-p
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Sheerer of
Perry, Ohio, with the Maine State
GARDENS
50 point (%c) diamond
Providence, R. I. have returned home
Rifle Team. "There are about 2400
Now is the time to Mt out old
after spending a week here and at
at $200
competitors here, from every State in ]
fashioned flower garden* hr next
Tenant’s Harbor.
the Union and Hawaii, and Porto
Rev. and Mrs. Packard attended j
year. I have for sale Arabia, But
• •• •
Rico. There are six regular service j
some ot the meetings In Rockland
tercups, Bleeding Heart, Baby's
teams
here
that'
of
course
we
cannot
i
last week.
Breath, Pink Canterbury Bella,
61 point diamond at $250
hope to compete with as they are in
Mrs. Thurley Hockings and little
Yellow Daisies, Forget-Me-Nots,
••• •
training
all
of
the
time,
but
of
all
son have returned to their home in
Fern Leaf Plants, Gladias, Garden
the National Guard teams, civilian
Lynn, after spending the summer
Heliotrope, Irises, Larkspur, Lu
63 point diamond at $275
with her father Capt. O. A. Andrews.
pin, London Pride, Lady's Slipper, teams, etc., we are averaging at the
top most of the time, and sincerely
Mrs. Lizzie Marshall has returned
• •«9
You must see and hear this
Mountain Daisies, Madonna Lilias,
believe that Maine will be In the
to her home in Arlington, Mass., af
White Phlox, Cerise Phlox, Prim
To
start
the
school
season
with.
Tan
shades
trimmed
Others
in
proportion
from >12 up
money
this
year.
”
Lieut
Bridges,
as
beautiful
radio
set
to
appreciate
ter passing some time here at her
rose, White Spires, English Vio
usual, is coming out of the'national |
cottage.
lets, Hardy Pinks, Blackberry
with
a
darker
brown.
Flat
heel.
it. For tone quality it has never
Miss Marguerite Wincapaw has
match with honors, having won third.
Plants, Etc. I also have some naw
place in the national 200-yard off- 1 been surpassed Ask about it.
gone to Farmington where she will
Cucumber Pickles put up in must
attend school.
I
hand match. He was presented with *
ard, salt, sugar and vinegar, 25c,
Mrs. Frank H. Harris Is spending
a bronze medal.
30c, and 35c lb., according to size.
tho week in Thomaston with her
Would like to have you call and,
daughter Mrs. Norman Simmons.
Gift Shoppe
Edwin Libby Corps .are to serve .
Jeweler
301 Main Street
see my plants.
the public one of their famous har- |
1 WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
AT
THE
WALKOVER
SIGN
EDWIN A. DEAN
vest dinners next Wednesday noon
1 1 ROCKLAND, MAINE
yoti can bay copies of The Courier-Gazette,
The Highlands
Rockland, Me.
432 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
from 11 to 1 o'clock, at G, A. R. hall.
with the home news, at Hotaling's News
Tel. 1181-M 109S112
Agency, 308 West 40th St.
24-tf
—adv.
109-110.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Opening a Sales and Service Station for

School Oxfords

ATWATER-KENT

McLain Shoe Store

-----Authorized Dealers-----

FEDERAL

OUR LEADER

Ortho-Sonic

$4.95 and $6.00

FREE INSTALLATION
AND FREE SERVICE

ROCKLAND RADIO SHOP
Dealers in Radio Only

RADIO

WALKOVER

White Diamonds

$8.50

JUST THE THING

Special at $3.75

MAINE MUSIC CO.

McLAIN SHOE STORE

LEON J. W
White Service

Every-Other-Day'
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Page Four
party, because the individual mem
ber of Congress is not beholden to
““~
his party for his nomination or elecThe Direct Primary Has De- lion and often opposes the titular
bead of his party who is endeavoring
stroyed
Party ViOVern- to carry out the party’s promises.
j 1 he effect of this is government by
ment.
I groups' and ‘’blocs,” in place of
.({government by responsible political
The direct primary Is destructive ; parties. So party pbit forms have
of party government. It bas trans- come to mean nothing, either in tlie
feiicd the main election contest to state or in the nation.
the primary particularly in states
State.’ when” tlie election contest is
where one or the other of the major in the primary and where the pri
parties Is strong.
mary vote exceeds the vote cast at
’In Maine, for example, where the fhe general election are Alabama.
Republican nomination for Gover- Arkansas. Florida. Georgia. Louisi
,i .
is gt'ner ’Hv looked upon as equi ana,
Michigan, Mississippi. North
valent to election, the Democratic Dakota, Pennsylvania, South Caro
I party is becoming disorganized *n<l lina, Tennessee. Texas, and Virginia.
| Ineffective. Democrats are enrolling Ten of these states are Democratic
as Republicans and exerting their and three of them are Republican.
[power to help nominate individuals In the Democratic s-tates the Repub
whom they favor more than they do lican party exists only as a name.
| other Republican candidates.
In the Republican states on the
without boiling or hard
This tends, not only to disorganize above
_____ list it is the Democratic party
rubbing. So safe, too!
land destroy the Democratic party, which has been destroyed.
hut it also wakens the Reoublican
In California, Colorado, Illinois,
RULY, there's nothing like Rinsol party. Candidates of the Republican
Iowa. Kansas, Maine. Minnesota.
Without a bit of hard rubbing, even
party
who
know
they
ewe
a
consid

North Carolina. Oklahoma. Oregon.
without boiling, it gets clothes whiter
erable proportion of the vote they Vermont. Washington and Wisconsin
and brighter than ever.
I received at the nrimajdes to Dem tho primary vote is the determining
Rinso doesn’t make frothy soap bub ocrats do not feel under obligation factor in the election. In some of
bles. It stirs into rich, creamy suds to support principles laid down in these states, like Maine and Ver
and makes the water soapy all through. I the platform of the Republican mont. the Democratic party has
Even hard waterl
{party.
practically ceased to exist.
A system which is so destructive
Just soak the wash in the thick Rinso I In place of party government,
suds—and forget about your washboardl which is responsible for tlie pledges of political parties is inimical to
You don’t need it. Even the most soiled it makes to the people, we are get our form of government—Press Her
rh i ngs require only a gent le rub between ting here in Maine, and in other ald.
the fingers. Of course they last longer, states where the direct primary ex
ists, individual government, “group”
JUGGLING THE FIGURES
this gentle way.
and “bloc” government which is reEasy on hands—and so economical! 1 sponsible to nobody.
Tammany Claims 735 Votes For Al.
Congress shows the effects of this
Smith But Really Has About 500
Great for washers. The makers of 30
j system. The President of the United
leading machines endorse it.
Tammanv
Hall, the dynamo of the
States, nominated by a delegate conmachine.
is
i vention system, is responsible to the Smith-for-Presldent
party which selects him as its can- using a double-entry system of dele
| didate. Put when he gets into of gate-counting for the 1928 conven
fice he alone feels under obligations tion. The llall claims 735 delegates,
to carry out the pledges his party a full two-thirds, for propaganda
p-’ i poses in states where Smith sen
made to the people.
timent is weak. Rut it has another
The
result
is
that
the
President
The granulated soap that aooAf
immediately becomes involved in con •ockbottom tally for Gov. Smith, and
clothe* whiter — no scrubbing
troversy with Congress, if it is sup ether hard-headed politicians \*who
-----------------posed to be controlled by his own lenand the facts.
The Governor has slightly more
than 590 votes actually in sight, hut
he ar.d his advisors hope that by
,the use of pressure and promises
they can attain 550. a hare majority,
and with this to start with, can
<»imr 11 their way to tying up 18.5
more, giving the Governor the cov
eted 735 or two-thirds of the 1.098
making i|p the convention. The lat
est survey indicates that the Gov
ernor can fairly count on 506 votes.
The Smith men say. too, that WilJ:am G McAdoo is dead politically.
However, though he seems not to
he a candidate, he is said to be keep
ing his friends together to thwart
Tammany. The admitted fact that
We will gladly estimate cost, furnish materia)
Mr. McAdoo’s strength is virtually
Io.-;. while Gov. Smith has grown
and put you in touch with reliable workmen
stronger, leads the Tammany men to
for new construction, alteration or repair
high hopes.—Herald Tribune.

"GROUPS” AND "BLOCS'

You’d never dream
clothes could get
so white

T

Rinso

Phone 14

work We sell CT-TCC’TTJ C\C' V
and recommend vtlUll I KLJVlX
the fireproof wallboard, for Insulation, Fire
Protection, Perfect Decoration, Permanence.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS

453 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 14

An effort to obtain the nomination
tf Mrs. Woodrow Wilson for the
Vice Presidency will he made by
Democratic Iowa women, Mrs W. E.
Maulsby, vice-chairman, announced
following the close of the women’s
Democratic headquarters at the Iowa
'State Fair. The Democratic women
arrived at no decision on a Presiden
tial candidate. “Mrs. Wilson would
grace the office,” Mrs. Maulsby said,
“and would fill it capably. In many
ways we feel that it would be most
fitting and appropriate that the office
should be offered to her.”

VOYAGING AROUND THE

WORLD

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.
[Twelfth Paper]
Bombay To Aden—Continued
The Caves of Elephanta! We went
there by boat.
The Caves are
temples cut deep into the solid rock
hill of an island.
No one knows
when or by whom they were built.
They consist of quarters fqr priests.
shrines, deep reservoirs presumably
for bathing purposes, and sort of a
poach. The main cave is filled with
marvelous sculpture depicting scenes
from ihe life of Krishna, Sivq, and
Vishnu. 1 have a ve.y interesting
illustrated booklet about these caves
that will give you the idea more cor
rectly.
I:i the afternoon Kay and I hip^d
a car to take UP to the Parsee
“Towers of Silence.” The Parsees
are descendents of early Persian
settlers who worship Z-oroaster or the
Sun. emblem of Fire. The hill where
their Towers of Silence are, is the
burial ground. It is a beautiful gar
den spot affording a lovely view of
Bombay Island, and the mountainous
mainland barely visible through the
mist. It is very quiet and mysterious
up there. No one wanders in the
garden paths.
Our gu de has an impenetra
ble face.
His English is cor
rect. but strangely pronounced. His
bearing, though he is a young man.
Is dignified, of a tolerant conde
scension. If you lived with him a
thousand years he would remain as
aloof, as impenetrable! He points to
a low white tower among the trees.
There is a black doorway half-way up.
to which a runway leads. It looks
forbidding, very much closed. On
the wall are sitting, quietly, great
black cruel looking birds. Those are
the vultures, looking for prey. The
Parsees bring their dead, shrouded in
white to these Towers of Silence.
• » ♦ •

map. In the fort are the most beau
tiful mosques and palaces. It was
as if you had suddenly had the
Arabian Nights come true. Here was
the Rajah’s audience hall of marble
inlaid with semi-precious stones—
agate, carnelian, bloodstones—marble
carved to such exquisite beauty.
, pere anyone with a grievance was
listened to. even the bullock whose
load was too heavy. Ever after the
legal weight for that animal was lim
ited
Then the exquisite mosque
whose minarets looked out upon the
Jasmin Tower, the ladies’ palace,
over the wall and the moat, across
the great Jumna River with its
burning ghats to the Taj—that thing
of perfect beauty!
The harem with its carved marble
screens and its own bazaars where
Akbir once disguised himself as a
woman and was discovered by his
queen—a penalty ot death for any
other man! It was easy to imagine j
the silks and jewels, the ince ise and
the gold and silver that must have
been displayed to those fair hidden
queens in that secluded spot. There
were the deep holes in the marble
walls where the princesses kept their
money and jewels: thgre wa.s the
marble bath with a seat for each of
fhe favorites, where scented water
used to cool the heat-laden days;
theie was the balustrade from which
the court looked down into the arena
where wild beasts fought for the en
tertainment of Maharajahs.
Our
eyes were looking into deep recesses,
over the walls, and there along
the avenue of great shade trees we
saw a camel caravan go by.
Oh
it was a dream!
.
In the court of fhe Rajah’s bazaar,
native bazaars still tempt you with
beautiful oriental wares.
• • • *

The towers are roofless, the interior
is as a concrete floor with depres
sions in circles, in three concentric
circles. In the depressions the bodies
are laid by the white robed Parsees
of a certain caste. The little path
ways between these depressions are
for the carriers to walk on. The
outside largest circle Is for men. the
next for women, the smallest inner
one for children. Iii the center is a
deep pit. Between these depressions
are little connecting gutters or drain
age canals. The powerful birds of
prey take two hours to remove the
flesh from the bones of the dead,
leaving them white and clean. The
blood and water runs off into the
pit. The heat of the sun by day and
ihe cold of the night soon reduce the
bones to dust. Rain washes this into
the pit also and finally out through
some drainage pipes and filters, so
that in the end. bone dust and purllied clean water only seeps into the
hill without polluting its sacred soil.
A\e come to a tower for those who
died
unnatural
deaths,
suicide,
murder, drowning, etc. These bodies
having been contaminated by the
touch of non-Parsee hands cannot he
placed in the regular towers. There
are towers for private families.
There is a place for registering
deaths and for the attendants of the
gardens. The huge vultures and
their little ones are seen all about.
There is a temple where we were not
allowed to enter, where a fire of
sandal wood is eternally kept burn
ing.
♦ » • •

Down a stairway we go to he
utterly stunned by the two chambers
of mirrors—a stone fountain basin in
the middle—all about in the intri
cate carved marble are bits of
gleaming mirrors. A flash of light
and all is inconceivably a glitter,
fc tories such as those were told me
when we were children—at least
such as 1 imagined from those recitals
after I went to bed.
The black throne! Cracked when
at the overthrow of the Moghuls an
alien ruler sat upon it! The Jasmin
Tower, its little cell, its glorious view
of the Taj where poor old Shah
Jahan. deposed by his cruel son, his
beautiful wife dead, his other two
sons murdered, spent his last sad
and lonely years in cativity—there
where he could see the mausoleum
of his wife, the I’earl of India. It
is a moving scene of romantic beauty.
And underground passages there
were, and dungeons. *\nd since
Akbar had one Hindu wife he built
j for her an exquisite Hindu temple,
1 .nil for his Christian wife he built a
chapel, as well as a mosque for his
Moslem wife. Oh, 1 thrilled! Our
guide was marvelous, pompous and
•dramatic, so that Kay and I had
hysterics at moments. We drove
through still more fascinating native
quarters where camels moved in
regal ipdifference to all the stirring
hubbub. The country is much poorer
up north in Agra than in Madura.
And very dirty.
But fascinating.
One could not help feeling an antago
nism against white people.

From there we went to the Hindu
Burning Ghats. This place is not
impressive in Bombay—merely a
long narrow courtyard between brick
walls, a cement floor, piles of wood
t intervals, rude corrugated iron
screens. And just as rude shelters
for the mourners.
The fire is
lighted by the nearest relative.
Then we went to the bazaars and
after having enough of that we wan
dered about in some of th*» most fas
cinating streets. Moghul architec
ts e (Arabesque predominates). The
streets are narrow. The houses have
their upper stories jutting out a lit
tle into 'the street. Here and there
arches, colonnades and carvings of
Moorish type are seen. The little
open-fronted shops are interesting
as can be. Donkeys, heavily laden,
humped oxen, drawing lumbering
carts, mert with heavy loads. You
see fewer women. Fezes, turbans,
veils—dingy, dirty clothes, those of
the city; but even dirt cannot dim
the colors nor the glitter of slavebracelets and nose rings. iWe hear a
beating of drums, the rhythm of
rattles, the plaintive notes of a flute.
We struggle into a crowd. There be
fore us is a hecti • dance going on,
men in turbans and short draperies
swaying back and forth, up and
down, compelling, mesmerized, com
pel led.

One man in weird indescrib
able regalia with face and head-com
plete ly covered with a carmine col
ored powder and ail sorts iff strange
okens dangling fr< in a string over
his shoulders, with a belt of little
bells around his v aist, surely is a
medicine man!
His arms and legs
are painted in black and white
stripes, up and down, rather than
horizontally like those of the Kosharo. He is outside the ring of
dancers and we canr.ot see very well
what he is doing, but another man
near him holds over the dancers a
banner with a long red cloth and a
topknot of fur so much resembling
the banners of the Indian dances that
it makes me fairly gasp. Near us on
our side of the dancers some men
have deposited a gaudy red and gold
bassinette covered with a gorgeous
canopy. In this bassinette lies a
gold idol of diva, covered with
sweet smelling blossoms and this
strange red pokder. People buy lots
of this powder. It looks like th©
stuff caste marks are made with.
Kay and I certainly got our money’*
worth!
That night we embarked on our
special train for Agra. It was a trip
of two nights and a (lav. We were
very comfortable. Miss A— and a
f iend were in the compartment with
us on the way hack, but Kay and I
had it to ourselves going. A— and
some other people went from Madura
to Calcutta and Benares. They saw
and talked to Gandhi
At Agra we had the surprises of
our lives. The fort there was niy
dream of fairy-land come true. Kay
says it has the Alhambra put off tlie

To BOSTON
By Steamer
Daily Except Sunday
Leave Rockland 8 P. M. Eastern
Standard Tima; due Boston 7 A. M.
Daylight Time.

To BANGOR
Via Camden, Belfast, Bucksport and
Winterport.
Leave Rockland 5 A. M. Eastern
Standard Time; due Bangor 10 A. M.
Eastern Standard Time, daily except
Monday.

a
15
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11

To BAR HARBOR
Blue Hill

15

Leave 5 A. M. Eastern Standard
Time, daily except Monday, calling
at way landings. Due Bar Harbor
and Blue Hill 11 A. M. Eastern Stand
ard Time.
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Connections at Boston with eteamer
to New York.
Reduced fares on automobiles.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Wlndlaaa
6-Plerces with a
pointed weapon
10- Performod by one
11- Numeroua
13-A shade of yellow
15-Allowlng that
17- A rounded top
18- Jump
20- Bachelor of Arts
(abbr.)
21- North Latitude
(abbr.)
22-Schemes
24- ConJunctton
25- Salvaged
28- Affirmatlve answer
29- A hr.,d-d rest worn
by popee
31-Thoae wandering »
away from home
33- Recover
34- A fruit
35- A small compact
mass of soft
substance
36-Vessel In slave
trade

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

bT ET

HORIZONTAL (ConL)
40-Heaped
44-A kind of bear
46- A title
47-A vassal
48-Prepoeition
49- Punlshed by fine
51- Part of verb “to be”
52- Pronoun
53- End
54-A nuisance
55-Act
56- To harass
57- At that time
59-Home of a bird
62- Of little length
63-A body of soldiers
VERTICAL
2- Part of verb “to be"
3- Not so
4- A fastener
5- Unpretentioua
6- Fish (pi.)
7- Darnels
8- An article \
9- Next to
12-To wash out
14-Wlves of a
Mohammedan

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16- A plant
17-A combat by two
19- Relmburaed
20-Annoy
23-Over (contr.)
20-lmportant
27-To put off
29-A email metal disk
30-TlghL stiff
32-A title
S3-To bump
56- To ruin
57- A low story under a
roof
38— Great
39- Part of a fish
41- To pate thru a eleva
42- An exclamation
4S-An evil spirit
45-Wlthout nolle
46- Regret (
49-A fine filament
50- To hinder
57- 8uffix denoting
abstract nouns
58- An exclamation
60- ln euch a manner
61-P reposition

Solution to Previous Puzzle

Many new buildings throughout
the country are now equipped with
the new type of elevators which are
so completely electrified that thej’
operate at high speed and in the ser
vice of the tallest buildings prac
tically without the aid of operators.
New York has several such buildings
and now they are appearing in other
parts of tne ianei. Omaha’s newest
office structure is in the list. When
a pAtron steps on the car at the bot
tom level, the operator merely pres
ses a button representing the floor
at w hieh the passenger wishes to
alight. Motors start the car, slow it
down, stop it at the designated floor,

8UMMER ARRANGEMENT
IN EFFSXT AUG. 15. 1927
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally, exoept
Sunday, at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Ar
riving at Rockland 8.20 A. M. and 8.20 P. M.
Returning, leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50 A. M.
Leaves
Rockland (Tillson Wharf) at *3.15
P. M. for North Haven and Vinalhaven
•Saturdays only, leaves Tillson Wharf 3.00
P. M.; Maine Central Wharf 3.15 P. M.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6.30,
Ndrth Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
3.50 A. M.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 130 P.
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40; due
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent

M.,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leavk Rockland for
Augusta, t9.40 a. m., |1.10p. m., |5.40p. m.
Bangor, |9.40a. m., fl.lOp. ra., to 40 p. m.
Boston, t6.50 a. m., tt).4O a. m., fl lO p. m.,
Jo.40 p. ni.
Brunswick, f6.5Oa. m., 9.40 a. m., fl.lOp. m.,
Jo.40 p. m.
Lewiston, f6.50 a. nr, fl.10 p. m.
New York, jl.lOp. m., J*o.40 p.m.
Philadelphia, C*5.40 p. m.
Portland, t6.50 a. nr, |9.40 a. m., fl-10 P- m.»
Jo.40 p. m.
Washington, C*5.40 p. m.
Waterville, t9.40a. m., tl.lOp. m., Jo 40 p. in.
Woolwich, |6.50 a. m., f9.40 a. m., fl-10 p. nr,
t5.40p.m.
t Daily, except Sunday. J Daily, except Saturday.
• Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
except coach between Rockland and Portland.
C Daily, exceptSat. to July 4, inc., and Aug. 23 to
Sept. 25, inc., Tues., Thurs. and Sun., July 7 to
August 21, inc. Will not run Sun. July 3.

FOR SALE
IN WARREN

Eight Room House, all latest im
provements — Furnace, Lights,
Bath, three acres Land, Warren
Village Three minutes' walk from
the Bridge. Priced at $2500.
a a a a

AT THE HIGHLANDS

TMI IMTCRNATIONAL •VMMCATC.

A New Jersey schoolgirl found a
A road sign In Palestine reads:
dime coined in 1783. The coin is "You are entering Nazareth. Speed
worth about $300.
limit fifteen miles an hour.

Seven Room Houae, Barn and Six
Acres of Land at the Highlands;
35 Apple and Pear Trees.

PRICED AT $1850.00
EASY TERMS

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

• * ♦ ♦

After lunch we went to the Taj
Mahal. It is impossible to describe
the Taj. The gardens are hallowed
by its presence, every inch of tlje
grounds is alive with its spirit,
whether you see the building or not.
We wandered about for long hours.
We went out for tea and returned at
sunset—-K and I.
There was an
exquisite new moon and a bright star
in the evening sky close to the mina
rets. Out on the river bank below
the Taj. against the orange sunset,
smoke curled up and in the du'sky
shadows the flames from the funeral
pyres were glowing. I wandered into
the great unused ornamental build
ing toward the east and stepped out
onto a balcony. I stayed there many
minutes, enthralled by what I saw.
The wall of the great building
dropped sheer to a desert plain. On
one hand the broad muddy river
flows by silently. Small ancient
minarets o'f worship were on its
banks, with a few lovely trees about
them. Rock and sands and an ancient
ruin beyond.
Suddenly a little
oasis—a little flat-topped mud house,
a veritable paradise of a garden
within mud walls! A voice singing,
chanting strange strains. And off
to the right, a bright Moslem tower
with its open sky-fil’.ed space against
the pale yellow light. A black figure,
tall, in robes appears in the open
space, he looks toward the west,
Mecca, sinks to his knees and then
bows to the ground in prayer. And
all the while that Taj hack of me, as
It it were a person standing beside
me touching me by the arm!
This is all I can tril about India.
It is in a way the climax of our trip.
Tomorrow we reach Aden.
Real
desert.

SPECULATIVE FEVER
It is said that “Nearly everyone

suffers from some form of specu
lative fever.”

Be wise, avoid specu

lative and risky schemes.

Invest

safely at a fair rate by deposit ng
regularly with thia Bank.
4% Interest Paid on Savinga

Accounts

The Rockland
Nat i onal Bank

: : IN : ;

List your property with us for
quick sale or rent.

Tel. No.............................................

Name .............................................
Address ..........................................
Clip and mail to the

Responsible drivers an
swer all. calls, and the same
careful, courteous service is
given to everybody without
tho
slightest distinction.
Just give us a ring—wa’II do
the rest.

A. D. DAVIS & SON
THOMASTON, ME.

86-tf

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist

GENASCO ASPHALT SHINGLES
$6.00 Per Square

Get Our Prices Before You Have Your Work Done.
All Work Guaranteed

400 Main Straat
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai. 339-M
CSS?« Hours: 9- to 12—1 to I
Evenings by Appointment

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only Tel. 138
35 Limerock Street
Rockland
Graduate of American 8chool of
____________ Osteopathy

Rockland or Suburbs
Do you wish to buy? .........
Do you wish to sell? ...........
Do you wish to Rent? .........
Town preferred? ..................
How many in family? .........
How many bedrooms? .........
Price limit? ...........................
Rent limit? .............................
Do you wish a new home? ..

We have spared no ex
pence in providing a reliable,
comfortable ambulance for
the service of our communi
ty. Our invalid car repre
sents the very latest advanc
es in the construction of thia
kind of vehiclea.

Phone—192 Office, and 143 House

§Wc also have Competent Mechanics to Put Them On
For You

“WHERE TO LIVE”

Our Ambulance
Service

W. J. ROBERTSON
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
BUILDING MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

Thomaston, Maine
107-tf

Office Hours; 1 to

I

and T to » P.

X

Residence until 9 A. M., and by

Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON. ME.

SAWYER & SIMMONS
THOMASTON and WARREN
Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing

"Builders of New Model Homes”
32 UNION ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 818
99-tt

Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren Tel. 14-13

Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tsl. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockiand

UNDERTAKERS

Eastern Real Estate Co.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

C. S. ROBERTS
Attorney
Bl-tf

Announces opening of office In Odd
i
Fallows Block, Opp. Postoffioa.
Tal. 470
Room 8-8-7

Page Five
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Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
SOUTH THOMASTON as teachers in Rockland Monday ini ♦ bnlr work and rr°et with the Farm
the same rooms they had last year. Bureau at the Grange Hall. Miss
Schools began Monday with the
Village schools began Monday
Miss Lempi Makincn also began her, . uuiions win he present to instruct. same teachers as last year
morning with Mrs. Margaret GUIthird year teaching in the Owl’s The samples shown are very attrac
Miss Lena Gilchrist is the guest of 1
chrest teaching the primary grades
Head Village School.
tive.
her sister. Mrs. Oscar Waterman at
and Miss Pauline Beal from MatinSterling Putnam who is employed . v
. u
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Deane, and
Icus the grammar school. Miss Beal
daughter and a friend motored here in Stonington was the guest of his|A 1XT ,
'Nelson Bunker ha.; returned from a
is boarding with Mrs. Maynard
frt m Portland. Friday for a short parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Putnam
Jackson. Both school buildings have
few days visit in Boston.
Down to 98 Pounds—Finally been thoroughly cleaned and the visit at their summer home and at Labor Day and friends were admir
Mr. and Mrs. Howard MdFarland
terded the supper and dance Friday ing his new Dodge car.
grammar school building has a new
Restored to Health by Lydia
.
*
. . ~
.and family have moved into. Mrs.
night.
Earl Hopkins has returned to Cam-1 H<,nry
g hQj((e on High 8treet
ceiling, the wa*lls newly papered and
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Mrs. George Green entertained the bridge, Mass., after an extended va
painted. Charles Watts papered the
Wednesday afternoon at 'Shore
following ladies at a dinner party cation with his parents.
room without pay. a fine .-act of pub Thursday:
Acres a picnic in the woods was enMrs. fcliza Blunt of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wiggin and
lic spirit which should be appreciat
Cleveland, Ohio. — "After hav ed. In fact both Mr. Watts and Mr. Thomaston, Mrs. Julia Fisk of Heiid- family have returned to their home | joyed by a party of ten in honor of
anniversary of Miss
ing my first baby, Fullerton are doing so much for the of-the-Bay and Mrs. Mary Stanley in Hartford, Conn... after spending | the birthday
Sm,th whQ ha.. )((,en gummerlng
I lost weight, fio schools without pay that it seems of Rockland.
the summer here.
at Set-O-Sun cottage. It was an im
*K. P. Hodsdon arrived Friday to
matter what I
Henry Stahl was here over Labor
that the few parents who are not
did. Then a doc ’helping any would feel that they accompany his wife and little son Day. Mrs. Stahl will leave the last promptu soc'al event. A fine supper
.served and included a large birthday
Spalding back to Cambridge after
tor told me I
ought to do something. But as a their visit for the summer here with of this month to make her home in cake m.|(,e by Mr3 b A Coombs.
would be better
Massachusetts.
Friends
are
sorry
to
ho repast all .adjourned to Old
After ,the
If I had another rule the whole village is working and her parents Mr. and Mrs. George
giving to the limit.
The supper Gieeii. They left Saturday morning have her go.
Glory
cottage
where they enjoyed a
baby, which I
radio concert, by the light of the
did. But I got Thursday night netted a little over by auto.
The committee surely appre
harvest moon mirrored on the calm
ROCKPORT
worse, was al $2J
The road building project on
generous
us. • u o iresponse to
HJ IIIV
the
waters of the 'Reach, set to the music
ways sickly and ciates the
Capt.
Alden
Thurston
has
returned
for
food
and
feel
no
little
1
Church
street
bas
progressed
rap'drequest
went down to 98
to New York after spending a week I of Blue Danube Waltzes. It made a fitly
and
now
there
remains
only
a
pounds. My pride that so much public spirit is short space morp to build in order in town.
ting close to a perfect day.
Ic<^
A movement was
neighbor told me being shown.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Johnson and I cream was servedta connect with that built before
about Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege started to paint the outside of the and thus make a continuous stretch Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johnson of Or
Mrs. Oscar Lawr.v and son Alfred
table Compound, as it helped her primary schoolhouse and in a short of good road from the Post Office to land were guests of Mrs. Arthur I who have been guests of relatives in
very much, so I tried it. After tak time enough paint had been contrib the cemetery. About $200 will be Berry Sunday.
| Belfast returned heme Friday.
ing four bottles, I weigh 118 pounds. uted and Mr. Watts and Mr. Fuller- required. Each man who is now emAlh n Lawry returned Thursday
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell, Mass.
It has just done wonders for me tor: promised to give more labor. The
Ployed in the work has promised to w*ap the guest of Mrs. K. M. Dun | from a visit in Rockland.
and I can do my housework now following each gave a gallon of give
Mrs. Bertha Raymond gave a dina day’s labor without pay, the bar. last week.
without one bit of trouble.”—Mas. paint: C. S. Watts, C. L. Sleeper, Jo Grange gave the proceeds of the
Edward Merriam who fell from | n-er party Friday at Shore Acres.
M. Rucssikoer, 10004 Nelson Ave., seph Baum. Mrs. Belle Allen, Carl Iasi dance, and several citizens have hia barn loft Friday is recovering I The honor guests were Mrs. Fred K.
Snow, A. F. Sleeper, Mrs. Maggie
Cleveland, Ohio.
given $5, yet the fund is not com from his injuries which are not as I Coombs. Mrs- L. R. 1 mith and Mrs.
If some good fairy should appear, Gillchrest and Mrs. L. G. Coombs pute. It would seem a great pity erious as at first feared.
J. P. Moore. Dinner and slipper were
Car!
Snow
also
gate
a
discount
on
and offer to grant your heart's de
Miss Gudrun Heistad is attending served and the evening devoted to
not to continue the work as the sec
sire, what would you choose? the price of the paint which was tion UQder discussion is thought by Normal School in Keene. N. H.
"Pinochle.”
bought through him. A new wood
Wealth? Happiness?
■
(LOCKHEED
HYDRAULIC)
Mrs. Thomas Carter of Jamaica
many to he the worst of any in the
Mrs. Ann.'e Alexander has returned
shed,
partially
standardizing
the
Health? That's the best gift.
Plain, Mass., is occupying her sum to Rockland, having been the guest
ftpring.
lighting
of
the
room
and
placing
new
Health is riches that gold cannot
of Mrs. Eliza Arey over Labor Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Faunce Thorndyke mer home on Commercial street.
buy and surely health is cause stringers under the floor at the pri
Mrs. Harold Spear who has been
The log cabin which is being built
enroute
from Bar Harbor to Mal
mary
school
are
some
of
the
more
enough for happiness.
spending
several
weeks
with
her
paron Crotch Island and owned by Mr.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable important things being panned for den. Mass., were calling on relatives nts. Mr. and Mrs. William A. Paul I Gaston
of Boston is nearing romCompound may be the good fairy that building and more money will here Sunday. They had also enjoyed
eturned Saturday to Boston
pletion. It is40x56 ft and two-story.
lie needed ill addition to that the a motor trip through Canada.
who offers you better health.
Schools
opened
Monday
for
the
)
The
plans
were made by
by L. A
association has on hand so another
Miss Simmons, Home Demonstra
Coombs. It is being built by L. A.
supper will lie held the last of Sep tion Agent for The Farm Bureau, fall term.
Cecil Rhodes spent last week In Coombs and George Ames, assisted
tember and as soon as possible a was in the village Thursday in the
drama will be presented fur tlie same interests of the local Farm Bureau, Bath where he was the guest of his by Herbert Ames, John Phillip,
Claude 'Swears, Berton Hall, Jr. and
cause.
a meeting of which will he held in aunt Mrs. Frank Thurston.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Piper of Kenneth IHall. Mr. Gaston recently
Frank Maloney Jr., Edward Allen the Grange Hall Thursday, Sept. 15.
and Stanton Sleeper enter Rock It will be an all day session and the Portland visited his parents. Mr. and bought the Island which is one of
the White Islands, and Is having the
land High School as Freshmen this subject “Lamp Shades.” Miss Sim Mrs Edward Piper over Sunday.
Miss Ruth Orbeton of Boston Is cabin erected for a summer home.
term.
•
mons has left four shades at the
Mrs. Joseph Dolan and three chil home of Mrs. A. F . Sleeper where the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Miss Bernice Vinal returned Wed
dren who have been occupying n they may he seen and a list of ma K. Walker.
nesday from Camden where she as
Mrs. Cacildla Caln 'and Mrs. Er
I tenement in the Green House here terials needed and the cost of mak
sisted as accompanist at the Lewis
est Torrey spent Saturday and
since June while Mr. Dolan had em ing the various styles.
Everyone
Pendleton reeital.
unday
In
Bath
where
they
were
ployment In Owl's Head at the Ban
who plans to make a shade must
Mrs. Charles R. Johnson of Marl
Try in place of Baking Powder,
,
coats
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Ayers.
croft Training school left Tuesday bring her materials witK her, as
boro is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. AlThree Crow Soda, Three Crow
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thornton
Havener
of
,,
morning in company with Mr. Dolan none can be had at the hall. Anyone, Kittery were in town for a brief |fr^ r>
Ka>"Cream Tartar, and improve your 1 by autri for their home in Haddon whether she plans to make a shade
Mrs. Alta Cauttle of Gardiner Is a
cookery.
visit.
They
returned
Sunday
accom

field, N. J., planning to arrive there or not, can bring along some other
panied by his mother Mrs. Gertrude guest of her sister, Mrs. Cora Hop
Sept. 15.
work and have a good time and a
kins.
I
Miss E. R. Allen who has been picnic dinner and help plan the Havener and hisl aunt, Mrs. Ethel
Mrs Joseph Nelson and daughter
York,
who
will
be
their
guests
for
spending her vacation here with her meetings for the remainder of the
who went to California last fall re
few
days.
sister. Mrs. J. H. Norton returned year. As Thursday is the regular
54 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
The Baptist Circle will meet Wed turned to this town Saturday.
home to Brighton .Monday sight.
meeting day of the Sewing Circle of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson are ennesday
In
the
church
parlor
after
Misses Jeannie McConchie and Su the Ladies Aid of that group of la
Fentaining their daughter,
Mrs.
sie Sleeper lesumed their positions •dies are especially invited to bring a recess of a few weeks. Picnic din (Harold Clark of Portland.
ner will be served.
M rs. W. A. Smith and daughter
Mrs. Everett Pitts and daughter
Josephine who have been guests of Nathalie visited North Haven Friday
Mrs- Edith Vinal entertained the
her mother, Mrs. S. Josephine Wall
have returned to their home In New Silent Sisters at t er home Thurs| day.
Orleans.
Mrs. James Christie entertained at
Mrs. George Anderson and son
Lester have returned to 'New York I her home Thursday evening, the
after visiting her brothers William | guest of honor oeittg Mrs. Chester
Colson of North Jay.
The other
ar.d Roland Crockett.
Milford Payson Is spending a few guests were Mrs. Alice Raymond.
Built bj Track
DISTRIBUTED BY
Mrs. Rtulalt Drew, Mrs. Florence
Sold and Serviced by
days in Portland.
Division of Dodge
Dodae Brothers
H. Helstad was at home from Lib Guilford, Mrs. Agnes Smalley, Mrs.
Brothers, lnc«
Dealers Everywhere
erty to spend Sunday with his fam Myrtle Stinson, Miss Alice Creed.
Cards
were
played
and
lunch
served.
ily.
Mrs.
Clementine Osborne and
Limerock Valley Pomona meeting
daughter Josie of Camden and Miss I with Pleasant River Grange, SaturGeorgla Philbrook of Thomaston (toy was well attended. Celebrities
FRIENDSHIP
AUBURN, MAINE
have been guests of Mrs. Mary present were State Master John E
Schools opened. Monday.
Thurston.
I Abbott of North Berwick; General
Mr. and Mrs. A H'artel. Jr. and
Mrs. B. T. Gould of Somerville, Deputy George N. Stevens, KenneMass., is visiting Mrs. Ella Eaton at btinkport; Rev. C. D. Crane, Provi- family have return'd to West .New
tlie Thorndike homestead. Sea street. | deuce. R. I. Past Master C- M. F. ton, Mass., having spent the summer
Ames presided. The program: Ad- here.
Mr and Mrs. James Spear, Miss
| dress of welcome. Worthy Master D.
WALDOBORO
Virginia Spear and Miss Alice Bross,
A.
Gross;
response.
F.
A.
BlackingMrs. Ella L. White has returned
after passing the month of August
from Warren where she has been ton; vocal solo. G. W. Geary, ad here have returned to their home in
dress,
State
Master
John
E.
Abbott;
the guest of her sister Mrs. Edwin
Chevy Chase, Md.
violin solo, E. A. Smalley; recitation,
Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ferguson
Florence
Guilford:
vocal
solo,
Flora
Clarence B. Waltz has returned to
and Mr. and Mrs. II. I Wood of Gard
Brown;
roll
call,
“
What
I
Enjoy
Most
Everett, Mass. Mrs. Waltz will re
Qjour
ner. Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. II.
main with her sister, Mrs. Meaubec at Pomona Meetings;" piano duet, L- Bossa recently.
ffedio SetSwitch
Leola Smith, Agnes Smalley; read
Achorn.
Mrs. Fannie A. Rauskolh and fam
Controls
Capt. Millard F. Wade. Stephen A. ing. Addie Buckland; question for ily have returned io their home in
Junes and Capt. John Bradford were -’iscussion—'’Should Women Pay a
Everything
Medford, Mass, .after spending the
Poll Tax?"
in Lewiston last week.
summer at The Spruces.
-Your /-'Power
Now Buick for 1928 has come forward
William Hodgkins who has been
Miss Louise Hardison left Friday
'W. L. Tompkins, Jr., is attending
-Your B Power
a guest at R. L. Benner's has re for Scarbo:o where she has a position
Thomaston
High
School.
with another great contribution to
turned to Worcester, Mass.
to teach.
Jlswellss
Improvements are being made on
b’
Thomas B. Brawn who has spent
the set
Misses Edith Nickerson and Guider
motoring comfort. Buick has taken
itself
the summer at his camp on Harbor Mills returned last week from :Seal the main road through Friendship
villagp.
Island has returned to Hartford. Harbor.
vibration out of the road by equipping
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Friou and
Conn.
Misses Lida Greenlaw and Miss
family
have
returned
to
their
home
every Buick with Hydraulic Shock Ab
Charles Vannah has returned to Beckman were soloists Sunday at
In Brooklyn, N. Y.. after spending
Boston after a visit with his sister. I'nion Church.
sorbers, front and rear—an added lux
the summer at their home here.
Mrs. Chester A. Jones.
Miss Viola Haskeli of Hyde Park
Mrs. Lucy A. Brow, widow of Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Harris of and Miss Grace Terry of Evqri^tt.
It’s a fact! It makes no difference whether you now have a
ury that the savings of Buick volume
New York are guests of the E. S. Mass., are guests at the home of tin W. Brow, died Thrusday night at
try-cell or a storage-battery operated radio set, or what kind of battery set you
the
home
of
her
sun,
Granville
T.
Mayes at Driftwood Camp, Martin's Capt. and Mrs. W- P. Greenlaw.
have supplied.
may buy, the Philco AB Socket Power will run that set from your electric light
Brow, at Hatchet Cove. Mrs. Brow
Point. Mrs. G. E. Belden and Miss
socket, smoothly and perfectly. Yes, now you can select the radio with the
Cards were received Saturday was 77 years old. She Is survived by
Priscilla Belden who have been which announced Ihe marriage of
tone you like—any tried and proven set—and then remember, Philco will
Let us put a Buick for 1928 at your dis
operate it from your house electric current. Your radio switch controls every
spending the summer at the camp Miss Alice Louise Sl'lllvan of Somer two sons, Granville T- of this town
All la one caWnot.
and Calvert of Portland, two grand
thing—your “A” and “B” power as well as the radio itself.
returned to New York Saturday.
posal so you may test this riding com
NO HUM and
ville, Mass, and Herbert Leslie
NO OMTOHTION.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Benner have I.ibby of Vinalhaven, Sept. 9. at the sons Carol and Bernard S. Brow, and
Does Away with AU Battery Bother! No more recharg
ParfMvaly Improve,
a sister Mrs. Claytor of Vinalhaven,
fort for yourself.
been visiting relatives In Norway.
ing to do! No more batteries to replace! No fuss or bother! And better still,
home of Mrs. Abbie Heath Buck In
Mr. and Mrs. I/ee Walker and son
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice L. Lauhler
you get improved reception—not the least hum; not the least distortion!
Cambridge. They are to reside In Douglas of Thomaston entertained
of Fairfield have been guests of Mr.
Sedans $11195 to ^1995 / Coupes $1195 to $1850
as turnino on Perfect" A” and “B” power always I Super-power for all radio power tubes! ISO
Somerville.
Mr. and Mrs. Sturtevant at their cot
and Mrs. William Maxwell.
■“A®* year elaatrta Ugk'i volts at 60 Mitti-amperes! Here is your chance to do away with your “A”
Sport Models $1195 to $1525
tage at Martin's Point, over the
you merely snap ON your radio switch
Miss Eleanor Small has returned
storage battery and all dry-cell “A” and “B” batteries.
when you want to listen in. Snap it
Alt Brittt f o. h. Flint. Mi(k. government tat to be odded.
weekend.
to
Farmington.
NORTH HAVEN
OFF, and your radio is silent.
Trwte In your oU “A” storage battery t you won’t need
The Ci. M. A. C. financing plan, the most desirable, u aradable.
Capt. Cleve Burns, Leslie Burns
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown of Ma
it-when you get your Philco. Any of the Authorized Philco Dealers below will
Ail Ironclad Guarantee by
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Leane have and Lew J. Wallace, who are scallop
chias
have
been
guests
of
Mr.
and
Factory goes with every Philco
make you a liberal allowance for it—no matter how old or worn out it may be.
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT, BUICK WILL BUILD THBM
returned home after a short visit with ing out of New Bedford, spent tlie
Mrs. S. R. Brown.
AB Socket Power and they are built to
conform with the Underwriters’ Labo
Installation FREE and Easy Payments! Yes, any one of
weekend in town.
Mervell Dow and Miss Marguer relatives in Castine.
ratories Safety Specifications.
these Philco Dealers below will connect the New Model Philco Socket
Rev. Mr. Hellens, pastor of the
ite Mullen of Ipswich, Mass., have
Mr. and Mrs Allle J. Sterling have
Console-Cabinet Models are
Power to your radio set—whether it is an old set or a new set—at absolutely
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. K Congregational Church of Fall River, returned home after a motor trip to
built to fit Isui4« the cabinets of prac
no additional cost to you, end will give you easy terms; you merely moke a
Mass., has purchased the parsonage Portland and Peak's Island.
Crowell
tically all well-known radio sets, in
small down payment and the balance a little each month.
cluding :
Mrs. Susan Benner has gone to at Pulpit Harbor for a summer home.
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Tompkins
Atwater Kent Pfanstiehl Splitdorf
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dyer are re of Winchester, Mass., spent the
Boston.
Fada
Freed-Eisemann Radiola-28
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Welt of Som ceiving congratulations on the birth weekend with Mi'3. W. I,. Tompkins.
diola. Brunswick-R’diola
Victrola-1
-Radii
erville, Mass., are visiting relatives of a son. Sept. 10.
S|Mdfli Philco Units have
in town.
Mrs. James McDonald has gone to
been designed for Fada, Pfanstiehl,
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mall thia
Freed-Eisemann, Stromberg - Carlson,
Frank Achorn of Biloxi, Miss., was Boston, having been called there by
The
following
are
A
dthorRockland
Brunswick - Radiola, Splitdorf and
51 Park Street
Tel. 238
calling on friends in town last week the death of her brother.
ized Philco Dealers—dealers you
Mr.
and Mrs. F. P. Gregson of (Wor
Victor radio receivers and are tested
FREE COUPON
Mr. and Mrs W. H. Crowell and
The outlook for employment Is very cester. Mass., are guests of her moth
and approved by these companies.
can depend upon and who abso
BRANCHES
AT
FoPhiladdphiaStorage Battery Co.
Mrs. J. V. Benner attended the Lin good for the coming winter as much er, Mrs. Mary J. Bait.
lutely guarantee your complete
LEWISTON
PORTLAND
i Brighton Ave, Boston, Mass.
AUGUSTA
coln County Field Day of the O. E. work has been laid out by the sum
satisfaction. Any one of these dealers will give you Free Installation,
Dent. 4.996.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Osborne have
WATERVILLE
FARMINGTON
BATH
S. at Christmas Cove.
mer people.
Easy Payment Terms and a Liberal Trade-In Allowance.
“■ . I shall be pleased to receive your free
returned from Portsmouth, N. H-.
BRUNSWICK
ROCKLAND
DOVER-FOXCROFT
Mr. and Mrs. Parker B. Stinson of
W. S. Hopkins has recently had a where they have htui employment for
illustrated literature describing the fam
Wiscasset spent Sunday wltili Dr. cargo of coal delivered.
ous Philco Radio AB Socket Power; also
the summer.
ROCKLAND
No. Haven—Emery Wooster
and Mrs. G. H. Coombs.
Oj^the full details of your easy payment, free
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Will of SquanMrs. Aldana Bicknell of Rockland
Rockport—Crockett’s Garage
House Sherman 585 Main
The
library
is
indebted
to
Mrs
.^'installation and trade-in allowance offer.
lum, Mass., have been recent guests visited at Mrs. N. J. Wlteeler's last
Thomaston—W. P. Strong
George
Noyes,
Berne
Mitchell
and
of Mr. and Mrs. 1. E. Simpson.
MAINE
jveek.
»•««___________________ _______
Tenant’s Harbor—Tenant’s Har
Miss Bernice Davis for gifts of
Nearly everyone who rented their
bor Garage
Charles Holbrook has returned to
Camden—-Camden Garage
books. "The Rock In the Desert," by homes to the summer people are
Union—Ronald Messer
Somerville, Mass., after passing his
Math.
T. E. Lawrence, has been added to again occupying them.
Camden—AV. D. Heald
Union—Gordon & Lovejoy Co.
vacation at his slimmer home here.
the list of books purchased from the
Mrs. Alice Thomas, formerly of Mrs. Holbrook will remain for a few
Camden—Lenfest & Nutt
Warren—Warren Garage
fund derived from Mrs. Frederick A.
North Haven, has been visiting rela weeks longer.
Brummitt's benefit party.
tives in town.
Miss Elizabeth Wheeler left for
. u<r Though we provided this year for double last year*, demand, our sale, are running so much above our
Yacht Malay II. left Tuesday for Waterville Mond t ’ where she will
• UlrVlb * AN 1 evtim.tc, that theme desiring Philco, thi, season should act promptly, Immediate orders will be deliveird
CAMDEN
Boston.
enter Coburn Classical Institute.
jannrp’ty. 1, wo-.td hr w.tt to telephone *r call upon your dealer today—but mail the coupon ,t once anyway, even if you plan to t.JThe home of Mrs Sarah Barlow
•».« you adtt h.v. all the fact, of thia remarkable offer befor. you.
ijlaaa
Whitney Wheeler returned to
was Ihe scene of a pretty wedding
Orono Tuesday, where he has been
Thursday evening when her daugh
attending University of Maine the
ter Rosetta B. Sullivan was united
past year.
In marriage to Charles Bussell Kirk.
Maxwell Erskine. High School
The service was impressively perprincipal, and Miss Kirk of Rangor.
i formed by Rev. F. Ernest Smith, n
assistant, are boarders at Mrs. Al
life long friend of the groom. Many
bion 'Williams'.
fine gifts, including money were re
ceived.
They will reside at 31
Mountain street. Guests from out
of town were Mrs. Harriet Nesbitt
Charles Hath i: n
of Waltham.
from the Samoset; and Mrs. Rosetta Quickly relieved and the stomach
Mass., was a weekend guest of his
B. Price, Rockport.
Refreshments cleansed aud toned with
OWL
’
S
HEAD
mother, Mrs. Lyd'a Hathorn.
were served. The best wishes of
“L. F.” Atwood** Medicine I A special town meeting is to he
many friends follow the wedded pair
for years of happy life.
80 doses 50c. Trial bottle 15c. AU held at Owl's Head tewn hall ThursI day evening Sept. 11 nt 7 o'clock. All
dealers.
■ citizens who are Interested in the
We presume the bootleggers are
Made aad Guaranteed by
I town's affairs are lequested to be
wondf-ring why Chicago Is making
L. P. MEDICINE CO.. Portland. Maias
present.
•
such ti iot of fuss over a little water.
wrg- --------------

SHE WENT FROM
BADTOWORSE

pr A TWO-TON TRUCK

O CYLINDER ENGINE

SPEED TRANSMISSION

^21 WHEEL BRAKES
This is the lowest price at which

a 6-cylinder 2-Ton truck has

ever been sold . • ♦ hundreds of
dollars lower than any other

comparable truck ♦. • See it. ♦ ♦

DYER’S GARAGE. INC.

read WANT ADS

Graham Brothers

RADIO “A” and “B”

SOCKET POWERS

TRUCKS

Darling Automobile Co., Inc.

180 VOLTS!

Buick took vibration out of the engine

For ALL Power Tubes

Now-

it has taken it out of the road

RadioLAB] Socket Power

(RumaQmu (Raducrtfixmu
CtAwbf

PASY

BUI 001928

Visit .Any Authorized Philco
Dealer below^or

LEWISTON BUICK CO.

Bilious

RADIO “A” AND “B”
SOCKET POWERS

Headache

•

Distributed by

F. W. FARREL COHPANY

643 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

Tel. 661

I

I
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Toadies’ Aid of the Methodist
Church will hold • cooked food and
vegetable sale on the mall Friday
afternoon beginning at 1.30 o’clock
All persons interested in forming an association, for the purpose of
If weather conditions are unsuitable
caring for the avenues and neglected lots at Sea View Cemetery, kindly
the sale will be at Seavey’s store.
The ladies of the W. C. T. U. and
meet at City Council Rooms, Thursday Evening, September 15, 1927,
friends who assembled at the home
at 7.30 o’clock.
of Mrs. Susie Newbert last Friday
Signed,
were addressed by Mrs. Mary Perry
Rich, her subjest ‘The Direct Pri
AN ALDERMAN OF ROCKLAND
mary.” Having a thorough knowl
edge of the subject, Mrs. Rich held
110-111
the close attention of all present.
Rodney Feyler spent the weekend
with his family returning to New- HARBOR BOYS AHEAD
UNION
Bedford Sunday.
,
C
F.
Fendrich
of Kennebunk Is
Miss Harriet Wilson of the class of
Warren Team Takes the visiting at A. A. Griffin's.
‘27, T H. S., has entered Bliss Busi
f'
. D . I r'
T .L
3lr. an<i Mrs. Frank Achorn of
ness College, Lewiston
Count nut Is Game 1 o the Biloxi. Miss., and Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
Miss Gladys Allen left Saturday for
Stevens of Washington visited their
Portland where she will spend a week
Finish.
cousins Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant
with her mother. Mrs. A. E. Pierce
-----last week.
Leo LeCorse and family who have
Tenant’s Harbor defeated Warren
The choir of the Littlefield Memorbeen in Boston, have returned home.
11 to 3 Saturday, in Warren, making lal church. Rockland will give* a conMr. LeCorse has had two weeks’ vatl-e season's series stand 7 to 2 in cel: at Town hall Wednesday, evenvacation from the J. B. Pearson Co.
favor' of the Harbor boys.
Ing.. This choir under the leaderfactoi y.
It was a good game for the 'first ship of Paul Jameson gave a concert
Mrs- Albert T. Gculd and family
six innings, but the seventh and here last year and it was spoken of
have closed their house here and gone
eighth innings were disastrous for 'n the highest praise. It is hoped
to AVaban. Mass.
“The Alewives.” Seven runs crossed that everyone will turn out and give
Mrs. Ida Colley Johnson and
thent a full house. There is no ad
guests, Mrs. Johnson and Miss Amy til,- plate in these two wild innings. mission fee but a collection will be
Bases on halls, errors, passed balls,
Tedholm, who have been visiting
taken.
Mrs. Katherine Simmon, left Sunday wild pitches and hits were all made
Two new “Winking Policemen"
in quick succession, with the umpires
by automobile for their Incite in
have been placed on the Common at
getting
more
blame
(from
the
play

Evanston. 111.
the branches of the roads making
iW. R. Phillips and family have re ers) than the players themselves.
traveling far more safe
Wentworth
and
Achorn
starred
for
moved to Baltimore, Maryland, leav
Ronald Messer has had one of the
Warren.
Wentworth
had
to
his
ing here Monday. They have enjoyed
latest model radio sets installed at
credit
a
triple,
double,
two
singles
their home in Thomaston and left
the garage.
with regret. Certainly their going is and a run in four times to the plate.
Rev. Bessie Crowell visited friends
Achorn
pitched
a
masterly
game
but
a loss to the town.
in Monmouth the past week.
received
very
ragged
support.
Mrs. Marie Singer and son John
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant and
Simmons pitched a fine game, keep
are in Boston.
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Ufford attended
Howard Swift returned from Bos ing Warren's seven hits well sept- the Simmons reunion at Benner Hill
tered. Barter and Iowell also starred. Cp;lpel Wednesdav and report a very
ton Saturday.
Earl Barter is the Tenant s Hatbor plcasant gathering.
Edgar Linekin, who has spent his
vacation in town, returned to Burl manager and before playing on his
ington, Vt.. Sunday to take up his present team caught for the Cinrin- j
nati Reds. This gave him enough '
Whitmore Reunion
duties as an instructor at the State
experience, so he does a fine job as i
University.
The 28th annual reunion of the
manager.
He
has
an
extra
good
team
:
Miss Mary Carter ’g leaving today
Whitmore family was held with Mrs.
for Orono to enter University of due to the fact that the High School Hannah whitmore at her cottage In
team
was
strong
this
year
and
he
|
Harvey
Posfs grove foot of geven
Maine.
Dr. Roland Moore and mother, has these players to pick from. He Tree Pond, Labor Day. The day
friends of Mrs. Helen Smith, spent repairs automobiles in his garage I „.,ls perfect and at an early hour ,he
the weekend at Knox Hotel. Satur on the Port Clyde road when not |ciaIl began to gather until at ,he
noor. hour when the tables were
day Mrs. Smith and Miss Harriet playing ball.
Roland Berryhas a harder assignreedy about 50 had assembled’and a
Burgess were their guests on an au
tomobile ride to Ecifast, a trip which ment for Warren but fulfills his duty .hr, pier crowd it would be hard to
as best he can.
He has veryfew of!find. After dinner the meeting was
all thoroughly enjoyed.
Clayton Oliver who has been in the stars, so wins few games. "Bet-, railed to order by Avery H. Whitmore, who has been president of the
Boston, has returned home and re ter luck coming.” The score:
I reunion since its organization. The
Tenant's Harbor
sumed his position ilh Morse & Son.
hoard of officers were reelected.
Mrs. Clayton Oliver has returned
ab r bh tb po a
There were members of the family
from Northeast Harbor to her home Simmons, p .
6 1
j present from
Appleton,
Bangor,
on Water street.
Lowell, 2b .......... 5
Bucksport,
Camden,
Rockport,
A social at the Andrews gymna Mills, rf ............... 4
” Thomaston, Union, New York City,
sium Friday night was a starter for Barter, c .........
4 1
Fiiendship, Verona and North Haven
the class of '28, T. H. S.
Thompson, 3b .. 5
1 and all were delighted to welcome
Miss Alice Gates of Adrian. Mich., Monaghan, cf .. 2
I 1
®
Mr.
and Mrs. Justin M. Ames back
who is the guest of Mrs. Carrie Closson, cf ........ 2
® home from Florida, where they have
Watts, will return home this week.
■Williams, If ...... 4
® been for a yeA. The next meeting
Miss Gates is manager of a state in
Smith, ss .......... 3
1 will be held with George Whitmore
dustrial school in Adrian. She is a
Wheeler, lb ...... 4
- at Verona, Labor Day, 1928. The
native of Thomaston and graduated
------------- -------------- i yearly letter from Alva E. Whitmore
from the High School In the class
40 11 9 12 17 13 5 pf Minneapolis, Minn was one day
of 1880.
| too late for the reunion and through
Warren
Miss Hilda George was a passenger
the courtesy of The Courier-Gazette
on the boat to Boston Monday night.
ab r bh tb po a
is printed herewith:
Mrs. Lucy Tobey is having the oil Teague. ss, c .... 3
Sept. 1. 1927
heating system installed in her Berry. 3t>, p ...... 4
1
To the Officers and Members of The
house.
Moody, e, ss ...... 3
Whitmore Society:
Mrs. W. J. Jameson is visiting her Wentworth, cf .. 4
Just a couple of months ago I
brother, Dr. Parsons, in Damaris A Spear, rf ........ 4
visited the good old State of Maine
cotta.
Achorn, p, 3b .. 4
ar.d enjoyed the privilege of shaking
Frank H. Jordan has been elected Waltz, 2b .......... 4
hands with many of those who are
a director and vice president of the Robinson, If ..... 3
assembled in reunion today. I have
Thomaston National Bank. Mr. Jor Perkins, lb ....yT 4
a very pleasant remembrance of a
dan's long experience as cashier of
~
j vv eek's visit at the home of the Brythat institution eminently qualifies
33 3 i 10 2- 12 S|ar.ts in Union: of the early morning
him for his new offices. He also
Two-base hits, Wentworth. Barter, drive to Cantden and the nine mile
possesses the confidence of the pub
Three-base hits. Wentworth. Lowell. I sail across the bay to North Haven
lic in a high degree.
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot is leaving Bases on balls, off Simmons 3. off 1 in Gus Whitmore's power boat; of
today for u motor trip into Canada. Achorn 2, off Berry 4. Struck out.' I tht beautiful drive around the isWilliam Lenfest arrived home by Simmons 6. by Achorn 5. by Berry land and that sumptuous dinner at
Hit by pitcher. Mills. Barter.'Will Sampson’s: the trips to South
from New Bedford Friday.
The Beta Alpha Club is holding Wild pitches. Achorn 2. Berry 4. Warren and Thomaston and the
a picnic at the farm of Mrs. Grace Passed balls. Moody 3. Teague. Stolen , wot derful ride to Bucksport and
bases. Teague, Moody, Lowell. Smith. Verona with Hannah Whitmore at
Payson today.
wheel; the calls on friends at
Miss Lura Morse is teaching school Double plays. Smith. Lowell and i
Wheeler; Achorn, Moody and Per Bucksport and Verona, the never-toin Friendship.
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Ktlborn have kins. Umpires, Cinqmars and Hahn. be-forgotten dinner at George Whit
more's and the visit with my father
returned front Canada. Mr. Kiiborn’s H. Spear. Scorer. H. Spear.
and brothers lasting a week. You
vacation will not expire for another
can well imagine that I feel a tinge
week.
WARREN
of homesickness as 1 write this letter,
Mrs. Clayton Oliver returned Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robinson and think of the good time you are
day from Northeast Harbor where
and children of Bellmore. Del, were' having today. It would afford me
she has spent several weeks.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- excuisite pleasure to again put my
Frank French of Montreal is visit
lard Wylie.
feet under Bertha Bryant’s table, and
ing his father and other relatives in
Mrs. George E. Stevens who ha« Will Sampson’s laugh would be mutown.
been iss is much better and able to ' sic for the gods. My only regret is
Mr. and Mrs .Paquin and nin^chil work about her home a little.
I that my visit was cut so short that
dren of Thomaston called on Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Lockie and Miss Susan 11 had not opportunity to visit many
Mary Saunders in West Rockport
Stevens left Saturday enroute to other points of interest and mans*,
this week.
the former’s home in Washington, relatives and friends of my boyhood
D. C. Miss Dorothea Stevens re days. It is my fervent wish that
Jerome Bushnell
turned to her home last Wednesday. each and everyone of you have en
The funeral of Jerome Bushnell
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Starrett have joyed the good things of life, and
who died Saturday morning after a as guests Mrs. Sewall Vaughan and that happiness and contentment have
very painful illness, was held at his children Richard and Sewall, Jr. Mr. been your lot.
What would we have thought of a
late residence Monday afternoon. Vaughan accompanied them to War
Rev. J. L. Pinkerton of the Methodist ren last Monday, returning Tuesday. man twenty years ago. If he had
Church officiated. There was a large
Although Wednesday morning was j taken us to one side, and whispered
attendance, members from outside cloudy, before noon the weather man ! the startling information that a pubthe town being present. The bearers relented and provided a glorious day ' lie speaker in • Washington. D. C.,
were of the Loyal Legion. Capt. Rus for the second annual picnic of the could be heard distinctly in San
We would have pro
sell Gray, Thomas McPhail. Maurice S. of V. Auxiliary when it met with j Francisco?
him insane and a dangerous
Brassier, Earl Cogan and Nicho’as the president, Edith Wylie. At noon nounced
n
bp gt ]arg{> who among
Anzolone. Mr. Bushnell was a na la members and one guest, littleI us woufc care tQ giye up electric
tive of Thomaston, son of Dr. Jerome Leona Sidelinger, sat down to tables , ,lghts an(J gQ hack ,0 the old talIow
and Nancy Crouse Bushnell. He was spread beneath the trees with a: candles? How could we do business
a sailmaker by trade.
He was bountiful feast of good things. In
days without the telephone and
known among his associates as
addition to other entertainment pro- telegraph? Just thing how the dis
square dealing man and one whose vided in the afternoon the hostess
tances have shortened since the perword could always be depended upon escorted her guests to the B. L.
fection of the automobile. And think
Near relatives who survive are
Davis ice cream parlor where they of a man putting five sandwiches in
mother and three sisters.
were treated to ices. The gathering his pocket in the city of New York
broke up at 4 o'clock after a very and starting out for Paris and land
pleasant day, wishing that their 1928 ing in that city a little over thirtyCAMDEN
The date of the picnic supper to be picnic might be held in the same three hours later.
Those present
When
we
contemplate
such
held by Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge hospitable home.
Is Sept. 28 instead of Sept. 14. as were Mrs. Mary Montgomery, Miss achievements as this we have but
Ida Stevens. Mrs. Many Teague, Mrs to close our eyes, to imagine ourpreviously announced.
Gertrude Weaver, Mrs. Alice Pea seives transported to another world.
body, Mrs. Abbie Stickney, Mrs. When such stupendous feats are
Helen Hilton, Mrs. Margaret Keeso. being accomplished, is it to he won
Mrs. Alice Cook. Mrs. Myrtle Broad- dered at that many of us are trail
READ THE
man, Mrs. Jane Stickney. Mrs. Lu- ing far behind the leaders?
But we cannot al'. be heroes. It
belle Sidelinger. Mrs. Mabel Mills.
Mrs. Harriet Payson and Lenona seems to have been the work of an
All Wise Providence ir. placing us in
Sidelinger.
Leslie A. Packard will lead the' those positions in life to which we
especially adapted,
and
I
prayer meeting of the Baptist Church , are
Thi'sday tile ' fir,nly he,ieve th?re ere many heroes
Wednesday evening
Ladies’ Aid will serve one of their whose achievements ar.d good works
are never brought to the public eye,
popular
public suppers.
Will positively improve
A group including Mr. and Mrs. and while their renown is never proGeorge W. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Sid- claimed from house tops, they are
your Radio Reception
ney Vina!, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. •‘’ati.’fied and contented with the
Mathews, Mr. and Mrs. George Newbel t, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Jameson and ■ sacrifice and devotion to the cause of
or your
humanity.
*
Mrs. George Teague enjoyed a motor
Therefore, it behooves us to so
trip over the weekend with Bar Har
, (live that we can look any man in the
money refunded
i bor as their destination, where they
eye, dealing squarely and honestly
were entertained at the home of Mr. |
with our fellowmen, so that when
and Mrs. Calvin Hamor. Mrs. Ha- the hour of dissolution shall come,
I mor, a friend of Mrs. Newberts,
.
„
,
,
one may say aught against us.
, caters to a growing list of guests who ,..ollow th,g prlnclple and our days
each year return to enjoy her de will be filled with happiness and our
lightful hospitality.
Stops were nights with rest.
made enroute in Bangor, Lucerne and
In closing, I wish you all the hap
Stockton Springs.
| piness that wealth, health, and prosExclusive Dealers
i perity can bring; and hope that it
A Moor considers it a sin to cut may continue until you hear front
Rockland, Me.
bread with a knife, declaring that me again. Fraternally yours,

Advertisements In this
ceed three lines inserted
3 times for 30 cents.
cents each for one time,
times. Six words make a

ATTENTION!

J+'ANT API

ARMOR TUBES

House-Sherman, Inc.

hands were given lor that purpose.

1

Alvah E. Whitmore.

PROp. ellison

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKLAND AND ROCKPORT CITIZENS !

They Last

A Long Time
Twelve months’ investigation first proved to
us the worthiness of Paige sixes and eights.
Farh day brings us additional evidence of the
satisfactory manner in which Paige cars serve
their owners over extended periods of time.
There are 208,000 Paige-built cars in daily use.

column not to ex
once for 23 cents,
Additional lines 5
10 cents for three
line.

Lost and Found

Life Adviser

LOST- Football material In bundle with
initials “V. M..” somewhere between Pleas
ant Beach and Rockland. Return* to 'Mgr.
FREEMAN at High Scho-d Building. 110-112
LOST—Gold pin wltii palette and brushes
insignia. letters K. I’. 8. C. A., a gold disk
resen/bllng $5 gold piece.
Lost Thursday
night. Main St. or Park Theatre. Of great
intrinsic value to owner. Reward If returned
to MRS. ELLA NEWMAN. E. K. Gould’s
office. Rockland.
109-111
LOST—Bedding, new towels and underwear,
<ff truck wagon between <Jay 8t. and Pleas
ant St. via Union St. Inquire Young’s Fish
Market. A. K. SAUNDERS
110 112
FOUND—Auto mud guard between Thom
aston and Warren. Apply at THIS OFFICE.

Gives advice on all affairs of life—
Love, Courtship, Marriage, Health,
Business; if worried or unhappy, con
sult him.
Thousands have been
helped to success and happiness by
Ellison. Readings.
LOW FEE $1.00 TO LADIES
Hours 11 A. M. to 5 P. M.

27 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
109*111

110-lt

FOUND—Twelve
ft.
skiff
WALL, Spruce Head. Tel. .18-31.

l'HF«TER
110-112

For Sale

FOR SALE—Radiola 111, new A. B and C
Batteries, extra tube, 3 earphones; ready to
play ; $20.00 takes
»hU one.
EARLE
110-tf
CONANT, South Hojk*.
WANTED—Girl for general housework. 12
Y.ou will find many reasons for this in a care
FOR SALE—Leghorn cockerels. Kerr spe
110-112
KNOX ST. Tel. 378-W.
cial mating. Apply T. J. FOLBY, Lake
ful examination of the improved Paiges now on
WANTED—(Middle ag< d woman for general Ave. Tel. 352-22 Rocklind.
110-112
housekeeping. Must Ik* a good every day
display. Frames are sturdy, well-braced, care
FOR SALE—Small fowi 30c pound. Phonei
cook. Apply between 7 and 8 p. m. at 2
12>
110-112"
NORTH MAIN ST . CTy.
110-11B T. J. FOLEY, Rocklanl
fully balanced, and suspended on long springs.
FOR SALE—The L. H. Young Hotel u< 14
WANTED—Reliable woman as housekeeper
or general work In family of three adults. rooms, stable 40x60, located near Warren vil
Bearings in Paige engines are large. Filtered
No washing or cooking. Every convenience. lage on main road between Thomastou and
arren. Aw»l.v L. W. BENNER. Real Estate
Delightful home for older woman.
Apply
oil under pressure provides thorough lubrica
110-112
MRS. EDWARD H. HAWLEY, 780 High St.. Dealer. 2 North Main St.. Rock and.
Path.
Tel.
723.
110-112
FOR SALE—My bed hammock with frame
tion. Engines are fully water-jacketed. Oil
WANTED- Teamster and general farm suitable for camp, $2.30 Also china. CALL
sealed universal joints, and ball-bearing, strad
110’lt
hand. Good pay and steady work to right 1190.
nan. RALPH P. PONANT A SON, Swuth
FOR SALE -1925 Fori coupe, new battery,
dle-mounted rear axle pinions contribute to
Hope, Me.
110-<f generator and rear 'nJ. Good rubber and
aiot, $150 cash. EARLE CONANT, South
WANTED—Steady, agreeable middle aged
trouble-free performance. Unusual accessibility
______________ 110-tf
lady to board by a congenial lady. Write Hope.
now. P. D.. care of Courler-Gaxette. 110*112
characterizes all engines and chassis.
FOR SALE—Cottage in excellent condition,
located
on
Georges
River,
CuahUig. Kitchen,
WANTED- A boy to do chores and milk
ing on farm. Apply t > E. E. CHAPMAN. living room with fl.e place, three sleeping
Ten of the twenty models are now selling at
Lake View Farm. Ndbleboro.
110-112 rooms, garage. Splendid water, large lot.
Applv EDWARD GOMA, the Bicknell. Tel.
lower prices. There are two new models, includ
WANTED—A middle aged man to do gen
10-W.
110-112
eral farm work. Apply to E. E. CHAPMAN.
ing a Paige for $995, f. o. b. Detroit. Other
FOR SALE-Eiglit-pb.ee dining suite, per
Lake View Farm. Nobieboro.
110-112
fect condition, good as new. ’been In storage,
WANTED—Cook in family of two. TEL. inartered oak. Price right. TEL. 1104.
models, on four chassis, in sixes and eights, range
897-W.
110-tf
110-112
upward to $2665.
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
FOR SALE—Place oil west side of Maple
MRS. DAVID RUBENSTKLN, 63 Park St.
Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thomaston,
)09-tf State road, buildings In good repair, 21
good
WANTED Waitress at TRAINER’S RHS- acres land, sl’.ore privilege. Inquire R. B.
TAI’RANT.
100 PH F1LIJMORE, 85 Park St., Rockland.
110’tf
WANTED—Boy for general work, Apply
FOR SALE—24 ft. sloop with Green port
at THORNDIKE HOTEL.
109 tf
engine, cheap. CHARLES I. DAVIS, South
WANTED—Full description and photo Thomaston.
110*112
graphs of any boats you wishr to sell—no
FOR SALE—135 Rhode Island Red pullets,
mater how large or how small, commercial,
pleasure or auxiliary.
We are receiving 4% months old. C. M. •OVERLOCK, 135
110*112
numerous Inquiries every day for such boats. Holmes St. Tel. 606-M.
\Yhv not let us sell your boat? KNOX MA
FOR SALE—Parlor sieve, large Glenwood.
RINE EXCHANGE YACHT AND SHIP Apply J. L. XJOODY, Rockport. Tel. 87-4.
BROKERS, Camden, Me.
93-T&S-tf
109*111
WANTED—Clerk at FLINT’S* MARKET
FOR SALE—Small house lu city at South108-tf end. good repair, electric lights. Easy terms.,
Phone 197 -J and
WANTED—A High School graduate would EDWARD L BROWN.
109-tf*
like a position to do typewriting and general 613-R.
fflee work. CALL 332-M.
108*M0
FOR SALE—Red astradian apples, golden
WANTED Salesman to sell investments In bantam com, pickling cucumbers, green to
Rockland. Address II. L. LONG, Maine State matoes. sweet apples, also cooking apples.
Mgr./ 916 Chapman National Bank Bldg., OVERNESS SARKKSIAN, 157 Middle St.
199-111
ortland.
108*110 Phone 568-W.
FOR SALE—Read this—and then think of
WANTED Position as male nurse, day nr
JONES
night, or will take the patient home. Tel. a house 1 have for sale; modern and in good
908-R. Address J. C., Courier-Gazette Of repair, has an extra lot on corner of two
Rockland, Maine
fice.
108*110 principal streets, for $2850; terms If desired.
This property Is in the heart of the city.
WANTED—Dressmaking, altering, rtpair Look to us for ba-gains. FREEMAN YOUNG, t
ing. plain sewing, In fact any kind of needle foot of Pleasant 81., City.
109-tf
ork. EVA D. AMES, at the Needle Art
FOR SALE—4?ut flowirs. bouquets 25c up.
Shop. Tel. 8123.
108*110
Sprays 75c up. Order bulbs now. MMS. H.
WANTED—Capable girl for general house L. STEVENS. 192 Limeroek St.
199*114
work. Apply GUARANTEE CLOTHING &
FOR SALE—Building 14x20, with chimney,
SHOE STORE.
107-tf
wired for electricity. TEL. 997-H.
109-111
WANTED—Pupil Nurse*—Training School
FOR SALE—At Appleton village, six room
for nurses. Slate Hospital for mental dis
eases, Howard, R. I. Course consists of 26 house, shed and stable connected. In good re
Running water.
Two acres land.
months In this hospital and 10 months at pair.
109*111
Bellevue and Allied Hostutals. Salary $45.00 LII49MUPLEY, Appleton. Me.
per month with room, board and laundry
FOR SALE—Glenwootl gas range, slightly
Graduates
eligible
to
take
State
examination
used; also Vulcan gas hot water heater, used
Since 1840 thia firm hat
for registration. Applicants must have two only two months. H. IL STOVER ft CO.. 32
faithfully served the fami
ears’ high school training or its equiva Union St. Tel. 818.
108-tf
lent. Apply MISS ELIZABETH A. BARRY.
lies of Knox County.
FOR SALE—Three houses. Two will be
Supt. of Nurses.
107-113
Lady Attendant
sold on easy terms. Painter’s decorations,
WANTED—Dining room and kitchen girl drum sticks,
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
and
antiques.
at KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston.
106-tf ANNIE F. HAHN.accordion
67 Kanldn Kt.
108*110
AMBULANCE SERVICE
WANTED—Long-haled aliaggy cats and
FOR SALE—$2200 will buy a modern two
This list has been priced for quick sale
kittens. Write age. color and sex. JOHN tenement
house in heart of Rockland. In
S. RANLETT. Rockville. Me. Tel. 332-14.
good repair, with garage attached.
Well
105*110 located. Now Is your time to buy property
Comp,
rest,
1(4
”
hollow
ROCKLAND,
ME.
WANTED
—
Nantes
ol
your
summer
guests
in
Rockland.
Call
FREEMAN
YOUNG
’S
Fay & Scott Engine Lathe. 18"x8’
and notes of summer parties.
THE UOC Fish Market, foot of Pleasant St.
108-tf
spindle, Turret on Carriage.
RIER-GAZETTE. Telephone 770 or 771.
FOR SALE—Nearly new milk box, one
92-tf show case and one stove. Apply W. E.
Putnam Bolt Cutter, 2”, with complete set of Dies and Taps.
GRAVES, Maverick square. Tel. 223-W.
.
________
108*110$
To Let
FOR SALE Seven passenger Buick sedan.
Dynamo.
TEL. 53-11.
108-110
TO LET—Pleasant front room, good loea
tion.
533-W or apply 17 GRACE ST.
Wiley & Russel Bolt Cutter, 1J4"FOR SALE—Extra la:g • and fine gladiolus,
110-112
5c dozen, small variety 50c dozen. C. M.
107-tf
Boring Bar for boring steam cylinders, capacity from 10? to 30”.
TO LET—Seven room apartment, modern THOMAS, 8 Spruce St. Tel. 500.
PLUMBING, HEATING
D L. McCARTY. Tel. 1048-M.
110-tf
FOR SALE—Pearl printing press, 7x11 in ,
106 Pleasant Street,
Rockland
Boring Bar for boring steam cylinders, capacity from 15 to 48 .
TO LET—Large front room, firnished. con quantity new type, cases, rules, etc. Bargain.
106*111
venlenccs, central location. 38 BEYX'H ST JOHN GORDON. Port Clyde. Me.
Telephone 244-W
Tel. 118C-R
110-112
FOR SALE—Side board and dining table
Sanding Machine 1-36” (Cary) Band Saw, Leather and Rub
cheap. Suitable for cottage. 92 SUMMER
TO LET—Furnished apartment at 14 MA
ber Belting, large lot of Wood and Steel Split Pulleys, Drop an
109-111 i
SONIC ST.
110-112 ST. Tel. 279-M.
Post Hangers, Shafting, Brass Valves, Brass and Iron Pips
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs $8 ; also
TO LET—Three finished rooms for light
Fittings, lot of small Tools and Stock such ^s is carried in
housekeeping. Hot and cold water, electric cord and fitted wood. Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
105*116
lights. 57 CRESCENT ST.
110*112 L. F. TOLMAN. P. O. Thomaston.
Machine and Wood Working Shops. As these Tools and Stock
FOR SALE—Ha d Wood fitted for stove or
must be moved AT ONCE very attractive prices will be offered.
TO LET—Large front room, good location
furnace.
HAR0<4>
PEASE,
Warren,
Me.
All modern improvements. For further in
110-111
102*110
formation inquire at SIMPSON & STAINES' Tel. 10-21.
Main St. Tel. 6544M.
110-tf
FOR SALE—All kinds hard wood and
Special price on three or five*
TO LET—Furnished house, seven rooms kindlings.
cord
lots fitted wood to be delivered before
electric lights and gas. Garage, shed for hold
Oct.
1.
RALPH
P. CONANT ft SON. South ♦
ing wood. At the Northend. TEL. 138-J or
Tel. Rockland 67-M.
102-tf '
223-1
109-tf Hope, Me.
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
FOR SALE—Separator In good condition, i
Camden, Maine
TO LET—Modem apartment of 5 rooms and
42 Mechanic Street
old
bureau,
sofa,
and
some
antiques.
C. 1
bath. Inquire at 8 SUMMEK. ST.
109-111
B. MERRLLM. Union.
100-tf
TO LET—Modern second-floor 5-room flat,
FOR SALE—Hot air furnace, almost new.
heated. Inquire 750 MAIN ST. Tel. 0174M.
see DR FOGG.
96-tf
109-tf
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, stove length,
TO LET Two four-room tenements, newly
papered and painted. C«W at BLAiKE WALL $8 per cord in Rockland; $7 in Thomaston
APBB STORE. Tel. 1061.
109 111 and $6 in Warren. Also first quality fitted
hard wood or junks. L. C. PACKARD, War93-tf
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for light ren. Me.______
Cell 170
housekeeping at 129 KANKTN OT.
Tel
FOR SALE—Cottage at Lake Meguntlcook,
169-M.
108-110 also 2 cottage lots.
L. A. THURSTON.
Tel. 1182-M.
92-tf
TO LtT—Nice dean fj:nlshed front room Rockland.
17 Limeroek Street
with polished floor at 21 PULTON ST.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
We do all kinde of Laundry
____________ _____________________ 108-110 the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall
Work. Family Weehing
TO LET—Furnished roofn with, all modem orders solicited. HELEN € RHODES. 92-tf
Specialty. Wet Waeh. Rougl conveniences. 14 CAIM DEN ST. Tel. 265-W
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
108*110 and
Dry.
Finieh Flat Work
estates; up-to-date property, in the gar
TO
LET
—
House
at
124
So.
Main
St
after
den
spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
■ Shirts, Collars.
Oct. 1. Adults only. Apply MILS. FRED us what you want. ORRLN J. DICKEY, Bel
A.
CLARK,
74
Camden
St.
Tel.
877-J.
108-tf
fast.
Maine.
92-tf
1926 Ford Roadster
1926 Dodge Sedan
Telephone Connection
TO LET—Furnished apartment, 3 rooms,
FOR SALE—Ladies’ silk hosiery in all
386 BROADWAY.
105-tf shades, mailed promptly, send $1 for one
1925 Ford Tudor Sedan
TO LET—The cellar of the Havener block, pair; $1.85 for two pairs; full fashioned hose
1926 Dodge Coupe
and the rear half of the A. ft P. store (regular $2) for $1.75; quality guaranteed.
HARRY CARR.
92-tf RAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP, 12 High St..
Rockland. Me.
82*tf
1925 Ford Delivery
TO
LET
—
Store
at
19
Tillson
Ave.
Appty
Main
Street
1925 Dodge Coach
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood; 4 foot
to GEOROE M. SIMMONS. Tel. 4-W.
92board
slabs
$6.50;
stove
length
$8;
stave
Thomaston. Maine
slabs $6.50; 15 bundles shims $1. L. A.
1925 Ford Fordor Sedan
ARTISTIC MEMORIACO
Miscellaneous
PAiTvARD,
Thomaston.
R.
F.
D.
92-tf
1924 Dodge Touring
FOR
SALE
—
Dry
soft
fitted
slabs,
$8;
dry
NOTICE
—
This
Is
to
notify
all
persons
con
•
1925 Ford Delivery
cerned that after tills date 1 will not he re hard woed, also lumber. T. J. CARROLL.
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. O. Thomaston.
sponsible
for
any
blits
contracted
by
my
wife
1924 Dodge Coupe
92-tf
Flora Blake. ( ILLRLKS L. BLAiKE. R<x-k1924 Ford Tudor Sedan
land, Sept. 10.
109*111
FOR SALE—Eight room house at 129
Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and two
OPPORTUNITY FOR ASSISTANT PHY
1921 Dodge Touring
SlfTAX at Pnwnal State School. Single, barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 43-M.
1924 Ford Coupe
male, recent graduate and clUzen of Maine ______________
<7*tf
preferred. State age, nationality, prelimi
FOR SALE—Six second-hand pianos In
nary
education,
medical
school
and
hospital
1 ?25 Essex Coach
good
condition.
V.
F.
STUDLEY,
INC.,
1924 Ford Touring
•xpeTience with references In first letter. tMnslc Pept., Rockland. Maine.
92-tf
DR. STEPHEN E. VOSBURGH, Rupt.. Pow
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RE
nal. Maine.
________
109-111
1923 Buick Touring
1923 Ford Tudor Sedan
PORTER is for sale at J. F. CARVER’S,
PROF, ELLISON-PSYCHIC-MEDIUM solves Rockland.
132*tf
GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
your problems. Tells you how to be suc
BARKER’S POEMS—A copy in excellent
1921 Ford Coupe
cessful. Gives advice on all affairs of life1927 Ford Tudor Sedan
ff Everlasting ^Bcaulg
love, courtship, marriage, health, business. c«.-aditlon for sale. Alao a copy of “Begin
A proper solution of ycur affairs may be the nings of Colonial Maine.” R. T PATTEN,
(never used)
1921 Ford 1 Ton Truck
turning point In your life. Readings Mon Bkowhegaa
days and Tuesdays only, other times by ap
pointment. Hours 11 a. 111. to 5 p. m. All
1923 Chevrolet Touring
1926 Ford Coupe
Notice To Berry Pickers
affairs sacred and confidential.
$1.00 to
ladles. 27 PARK STREET, Kirkland.
109*111
NOTICE TO BERRY PICKERS—Fancy ber
East Union, Ma.
KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL. ries botiKht. empty crates In exchange. New
Rockland, Maine.
Accredited School < f crates for sale to early pickers. Will pay
Nursing offers a three year course to a lim cash or ship for you on commission. Call
Dealers in—
ited number of students. Applications should or write IRA W. FKBNEY at Beep Sea Fish
All the above cars are in perfect condition.
be made to SUPERINTENDENT OF NURSES. eries Plant at Rockland, Me., for particulars.
Tel. 290.
•
g6.tf
Also Scotch, Quincy, Westerly
106-111
The Prices Are Reasonable
MASON WORK OF ALL KINDS, day or
and Maine Gray Granitea, Ver
contract; cement blocks and posts In stock
Financial
FRANK E. GRAY. 17 Bay View Sq., Rockland. Tel. 194-J.
go.tf
mont Marbles.

Main Street

Wanted

MOTOR COMPANY
Tel. 1000

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

MUST BE SOLD
Immediately

BURPEE’S

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials

KNOWLTON BROTHERS

Telephone Directory

used Cats

People’® Laundry

Gilchrest
MonumentalI Wc
Workr

W. E. Doman ft Son

MILLER’S GARAGE

RANKIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 692-M

Satisfaction Guaranteed

110&112

every grave/

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

FUR STORAGE ANO REPAIR—Protecting
your fur coat in auntmer means prolonging
Its goods for the next winter. Storage mean*
complete protection, Including burglary. We
hare a greater Interest in your furs than
merely selling them to you. Your continuous
patronage depends on the aerrlce that you
get from the furs and ourselres after you
buy them. We are fully prepared for any
work on your furs that you may be planning.
Let us do it now so you won't hare to wait in
the fall. FL'LLCB-CUBB-BAVIS.
92-tf

LOANS

On raal eatata. First
nr saeontf mortgages.
HARRY
BERMAN.

123 Mala BL. Ream «, Rtsklaad. Tai. »l

»-«

Every Other-Day
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BMSOClEn
in addition to personal note* recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially deairee information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .
770

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.

Mrs. R. .1. McKenzie and Mrs.
Kntma Torry, who are summering at
Tenant's Harbor, and Mrs. I^evi G.
Robinson spent a pleasant day re
cently with Mrs. George Green at her
home in South Thomaston. As they
were pupils of Mrs. Green when she
taught school in Tenant’s Harbor and
had not seen her for some time, the
afternoon became a sort of reunion
and was given over to happy
reminiscences.

PAYMENTS

I am very anxious to get all the V. F. Studley, Inc.,
accounts into shape at once and am herewith asking as a
personal favor that all those owing the Studley firm
send in their checks at once. Pay my collector or come
into the V. F. Studley, Inc. office at the store and settle up.
The store is not open for business except the paying of
these bills. Walk right in. The door is not locked.

Miss Hazel Winslow has gone to
Philadelphia, wliere she wiil teach
French and Latin. Tills will he her
third year there.
Mrs, Nilo Spear has returned from
a weekend trip to Auguaxa where she
visited Dr. Florence Opdyke.

Mr. and Mrs Francis Pearson and
family who have been spending the
slimmer at Owls Head have returned
to their home In Portland. Mr. Pear
son is postal inspector for Maine.
W. S. Codrington of Brookline was
in Rock'and Saturday.
Mr. Cod
rington is a distinguished machine
designer and inventor.

VIRGIE F. STUDLEY.

Charles Winslow and Sheridan
Bartlett ihave gone to Stamford.
Conn., where they will enter the
Bartlett School of Tree Surgery.

Miss Ethel Norton of Boston who
has been spending her vacation at
Bar Harbor was the dinner guest of
Mrs George W. Foster last Thurs
day.

The Young Woman’s Missionary
Society of the Littlefield Memorial
• Church will meet Thursday after
noon with Miss Berla Laird,. Bay
View Square.

Diinimn
Richard Bird, Mary Sylvester and
Samuel Smalley wiil enter the Uni
versity of Maine a« freshmman this
week. Carl Herrick returns
as a
sophomore and Donald Small and
Frank Stewart as juniors.

Miss Estelle Hall leaves today for
Gorham where she enters the Gor
Miss Maude Staples is camping at
ham Normal school.
the Crockett cottage, Ingraham Hill
for the fall months.
Benjamin Segal and son Sidney,
left for Boston yesterday wliere the
Miss
Evelyn
Bernice
Perry,
flatter enters Boston University.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. O.
Perry will he married Wednesday
Robert Wallis who has been em afternoon at ^o'clock to Seymour W.
ployed at the Samoset during the Cameron, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
summer has returned to his home, A- Cameron of Clark's Island. The
North Main street.
r
wedding guests will include only rela
tives and a few friends of the popu
Mrs. John Nutt and daughter, Miss lar young couple. The ceremony will
Haze! Nutt, who is having her vaca take place at the bride’s home on Ma
tion from M. B. & C. O. Perry's coal sonic street.
ofllce are the guests for the week of
Mrs. John Marshall at Deer Isle.
Mrs. Henry Bird and Mrs. Ernest
Miss Lorea Adams and Miss Cath Young entertained their cousin, Mrs.
erine Carpenter who have been stop Gordon Carrigan of Philadelphia at
ping ut The Laurie, returned Friday two tables of auction Wednesday
to their home in Providence. They .afternoon at Mrs. Bird's home. Mrs.
went by way of New Hampshire, Carrigan has been visiting in Cam
where they will visit friends. While den. Prizes were v.on by the guest
here they made a number of trips by of honor and Mrs. William Talker,
motor and by boat, taking in Bar who is spending the summer in Cam
Harbor. Machias, Cutler and other den.
places in that section of Maine. They
The campaign committee and in
were greatly pleased with Cutler, and
are hoping that on some future va vited guests met at Knox Arboretum.
Warren, Saturday afternoon for a
cation they may again visit there.
general get-together and inspection.
Mrs. John Marshall, daughters Officers of the Academy were present
Hazel and Doris and son Randall are to show the guests the beauties and
spending their vacation at Deer Isle. treasures of the museum and arbo
retum. A thorough tour was made.
Miss Grace Knowlton is making a >t the conclusion of which lefreshfortnight's visit in Boston and vi nients were served in the basement of
fhe projected museum building. A
cinity.
brief survey of the purposes and
A very charming landscape paint plans of the campaign was given by
ing is on exhibition at the Public Li H. W. Spaulding of New York.
brary for the present. It is the work
Nathan A. Farwell returns today
of Elizabeth Strong of Carmel, Calif,
and shows the famous'.Wolf's Tooth from a two weeks' trip to Minne
on the 17-mile drive near Carmel. It apolis, Minn.
is a painting of great charm and dis
Mrs. Geneva Huke entertained at
tinction- Miss Strong was formerly
famed as an animal painter and kept a picnic corn roast at the Rose cot
her own
menagrie. She began tage, Crescent Beach Friday night in
■ painting some of the famous gardens honor of Mrs. Ogarita Rose Rugg of
that are Carmel’s pride and has lately New York. Her guests included Mrs.
devoted herself to landscape. Her James O'Hara, Mrs. Adelbert Miles,
work has been exhibited at the Salon Miss Helen Fuller, Mrs. Lloyd Lawlence, Mrs- Maynard Marston, Miss
in Paris for a number of years.
Mildred Gillette of Lexington. Mass.,
Mrs. Frances McNamara of Ban Mrs. William Rhodes and Mrs.
gor is making a fornight's visit with Ralph Hanscom.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
M.s. Mary Scarlott and daughters
Reed.
Ruth and Pauline have closed their
Herbert ‘Sanborn of the Security cottage at Owl’s Head and have
Trust Company staff spent the week joined Dr. Scar.-ott on Limeroek
street.
end at his Vinalhaven home.
Mrs. Lenora S. Kenistort and
grandsons,
Edward
and
Adrlei
Palmer, returned to Plymouth. N. II
Saturday. They wept by motor car
with Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cooper and
son Aimon Jr.
Miss Lorita K
Palmer returned with the Coopers
Monday and will visit her aunts.
Mrs- Cooper and Mrs P. P. Bicknell.
Miss Margaret Nutt left last Mon
day for Bristol, where she joined Mr.
and Mrs. O. E. Erskine, who were
returning to their home in Lyndon
ville. Vt., and whose guest she was
for the week. During her stay many
motor trips were taken in which the
scenic beauties of mountain, lake,
fit id and stream were a constant
source of pleasure to the motorists.
On her return she was the guest yes,,, terday of her aunt, Mrs. R. L. Nutt,
in Portland. Miss Nutt returns to
day much refreshed by her oiMing
‘ ar.d resumes her duties at the slalielle Beauty Shop tomorrow.
-ills. Josephine Baker who lias
been the guest of Miss Evelyn Bur
bank for a few weeks has returned
to her home in Cambridge, Muss.
-1
___
■

William Large and Peter Cloke,
. who have been visiting friends In
Rockland for tile past three weeks,
started yesterday morning In their
yellow "flivver" for Upper Montclair.
N. J., where Peter resides. Pari of
their visit was spent with Sidney
Bird, Raymond Perry and Harlan
Atherton at Ding Dong. They were
also guests of John McLoon at Pleas
ant Beach. Bill will join his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Large (for
merly of Rockland) in Montclair and
_ they will return'to their home in
Avon Park, Fla. Bill returning to
tile University of Florida in Gaines
ville as a junior. Peter will enter the
_ University of Pennsylvania as a
Fteshman.

Mr. and Mis. Donald Brewer and
family of Revere. Mass., who have
been visiting friends and relatives
the past two weeks, returned home
Saturday. They were guests of Jlr.
Brewer’s mother, Mrs. Sadie Brewer
State street, while here.

Ernest S. Young who Is having his
Mrs. J. H. Haines, Mrs. Ella annual vacation from the First Na
Grimes and Mrs. A. I’. Haines spent tional Bank in Boston, has joined
the weekend jn Farmington and his mother Mrs. Ernest B. Young
Kangeley.
who is occupying her cottage at The
Battery. Owl’s Head.
Mrs Evelyn C. Taylor of St. I’e- !
•
----tershurg, and Rochester. N. H. spent
jIrs Florence Dewey of Portland
The weekend in Rockland, accompan- i is the guest this -week of Mr. and
ied by her daughter Mrs. DeWitt Til- \jrs Henry G. Wall.
lotson and the latter’s husband of >
____
Rochester.
Dr anj jfrs. Charles L. Cragin of
-----f*ortland were weekend guests at the
Llewellyn Mills of Boston is spend- i home of Migs Mabel Pillsbury, In
ins his vacation in this city.
graham Hill.

Mrs. Nellie Eldridge of Kenne
bunkport is the guest of Mr. and 1
iMrs. F. J. Perry. Tlpe three spent
(Sunday at Lakeview cottage. Nobleboro.
A. C. McLoon and David G. Hodg
kins spent Sunday at I’arlin l’ond.

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Spear, Mr. and
Mrs. M. E. Wotton and Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur L. Orne attended the ses
sions of the State Savings Bank
convention held at "Sprucewold."
Boothbay Harbor Friday and SaAurdtfy. The stay at this delightful re
volt was thoroughly' enjoyed.
Dr. and Mrs. Carl Moffitt of Dor
chester, Mass., are in the city on
their annual summer visit.

Mrs. Pauline Rogers. Mrs. Lucy
Foster, Miss Esther Stevenson and
Mrs. Nerita Wight ha,ve returned
from a motor trip which took them
to the eastern shores of New Brunsyvick. Thence they motored to Frcderiekton, and home via Houlton.
They were gone four days and trav
eled about 900 miles.

Miss Barbara Smith of New York,
who has been the weekend guest of
her grandmother, Mrs. Sarah C
Wood, returned Monday by motor
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry
de Forrest Smith, ta their home in
Amherst, Mass. Miss Smith is reg
istrar of the famous Henry Street
Settlement in the heart of New York's
East Side ami has completed four
years of varied and interesting work
This summer she was connected with
the Summer Play School, which is
conducted for the benefit of under
nourished slum children from 5 to
lrt years of age. For a period of
seven weeks these children come
every day and .play, dance, learn
hand work. rest, and are fed a hot.
wholesome meal. They are under
medical supervision ar.d are found to
gain from two to five pounds in that
time. One day a week they picnic in
the country. Medical follow-up work
continues with these children. A
new camp for children has recently
teen endowed at Clinton, Conn., the
railroad fare being their only ex- ;
pense. Other camps ate at Lake Mo- '
liapac, N. Y. and Ytrktown Heights.
The wonderful welfare work is con
tinued in many directions and Miss
Smith would be pleased to show t$ie
settlement, -265 Henry street. New
York, to any of The Courier-Gas 1
zette’s readers who, while in iNew
York, would be interested in’ a trip to
this interesting Institution in the
Ghetto. The fall season opens about
Oct. 10- The telephone is ’^Orchard
8200." Miss Smith had a miraculous
escape from death .fane S when she
was' literally pitched into Central
Park from a Fifth avenue bus that
tipped over at the corner of 65th
street killing four persons. She re
tained heh consciousness throughout
the ordeal and was five days recover-

INGRAHAM SEWALL

1

-----Many Rockland people were guests
Saturday afternoon at the beautiful
wedding on the lawn of I.avago.
South Orrington, of Dwight Marden
Ingraham of Port lard and Miss Edith
Predica Sewall of Bangor. The bride
was gowned in while georgette with
tulle veil caught with erange blossoms. She carriei msesi and sweet
j peas The maid of honor, Miss Hen- 1
Mrs. Bertha Rivers of Reading. , rletta Goldhammer of New York,
Mass, is visiting her sister, Mrs, J. worc green georgette and a black
T. Berry, Grace street.
picture hat and carded pink roses.
Dwight French of Bangor was
The \\ oman s Educational Club; groomsman.
John end Frederick
recently held a picnic at Penobscot Glover, grandsons cl Mrs. Lucy
View Grange hall.
Supper was Glover of Rockland, were ring-bearserved, followed by readings by Miss ' erB
Rev John Furrier of Bangor
Madeline Rogers and speeches by ex- performed the slngD ring service.
Congressman Upshaw of Georgia.
The bride, daughter of Frederick
Madam Alkaza, an Egyptian visiter, Sewall of Bangor, is a graduate of
and Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence.
ihe Eastern Maine General Hospital.
----The groom is a graduate of the UniMr. and Mrs. Clifford Smith have verslty of Maine JS, a member of
been in Boston n few days. Mrs ! Beta Theta I‘i Fraternity, and an
Smith returns today. Mr. Smith has electrical engineer fur the New Enggone to New York fcr a short time, land Telephone * Telegraph Co.
----The young couple will make their
Mss Eleanor Tibbetts of Old Town home in Portland.
is visiting her father, Frank M. Tib- j______________
belts, Claremont street.
Mrs. Ernest Campbell is in Bangor
fur a few days.
Mrs. Willis Anderson has returned
from Quebec where she left her
Miss Dorothy Blackington is on
daughters, Dorothy and Viola, in the her annual two weeks’ vacation from
College of Jesus and "Mary which is E. C. Moran’s insurance office.
located in Seillerv-Bergerville. Mrs.
Anderson’s sister- is a professor of
A linen shower and auction was
Art in the college.
given for Miss Evelyn Perry last
—
night by Miss Vera Studley at her
Mr. and Mrs- Theodore Perry and home on Union street. Many dainty
Mr. and Mrs. John Ward of Old’gifts were tendered tlie pretty young
Town are on a two weeks' motor trip in ide-to-be. The guests were Misses
into Canada. Mrs. Ferry is super Jeannette Smith, Eleanor Bird. Nelvisor of the local telephone office
nie Snow. Katherine Veazie, Alberta
Kright and Ruth Stevenson. Card
Miss Erdine Marstor has resigned pi izes were won by Miss Bird, Miss
her position with the telephone com Veazie and consolation to Mias
pany and has returned to her home i Perry.
in New Brunswick.
|
--------------------____■
| The longest span of copper elec.1. R. Douglass, accompanied by 1 trie cable In the world is a power
Misses Marian and Grace Douglas, line extending 1,800 feet across the
are on a motor trip to Halifax, N. S. Niagara River at Tonawanda, N. Y
The towers are 300 feet above the
Mrs. Lucy Glover returned Sunday river level. Insulators are seven feet
from Orono. She war. accompanied long,
by Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Glover who
returned Monday.
Mrs Annie iHaskell is a guest of
her niece, Mrs. Elizabeth Clifford, at
her home on High street, Belfast, j
Mrs. Clifford’s mother, Mrs. George ’
R. Doak. has gone to Trovidenee with
her older daughter. Mrs. Marshall
Martin.

THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL
In accordance with our custom we announce these
Specials for This Week

THREE-PIECE PARLOR SUITE

This beautiful Three-Piece Suite in Jacquard Velour.
Well made, enduring.

$69.50
THREE-PIECE WALNUT BEDROOM SUITE

A perfect gem for the bedroom. Graceful Bow-foot
Bed, Chifforobe and Chiffonier. Dustproof construc
tion. Selected woods.

$83.60
TODAY—WEDNESDAY

M. s. Frederick C. Thayer of Water
ville was the guest of Mrs. E K.
Leighton Monday.

BED. SPRING AND MATTRESS COMPLETE

Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie and
daughter Katherine have been guests
the past week of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mr and Mrs. George Bunker and P. Colson at their Asli Point cottage
c.hn<jren of Matinicus were recent The Open Door.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C- R. Staples.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore E. Perry
Hill street.
are spending their vacations from
Miss Adelaide Cross left last night the postofflee and telephone office re
for Boston where she enters her spectively in Beaver Harbor. N. B.
third year of study with the New They were accompanied on the trip
oy Mr. and Mrs. John Ward if Old
England Conservatory of Music.
town
“Aud" isn’t it, thet It could be so
The Harold W. Roberts family has
beautiful out 4nors Thursday even
in', and upon entering rhe house, it closed Trial Mark cottage. Owl’s
should shower, in fact it poured for irelii, and returned to Stamford.
•
about a half hour, and when it was Conn.

Mrs. Grace Daugherty is having a
fortnight's vacation from her duties .
as stenographer at the W. H. Glov
e.- Co. office.

Frederick Bird returned Sunday
from Columbia Falls where he has
been acting as inspector in the blue
berry canneries. He was atcompanied by Henry Palmer who con
tinued Monday on his way to his
home in Miami, Fla-

Men’s lntckskein shirts for hunting
or Sport wear, all sizes, $3.50. Also
buckskin jackets, $3. Coat depart
ment, street floor, Fuller-Cobb-DavJs.
109-110
,n« in th« Presbyterian Hospital

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Moor and Mrs.
Millie C. Abbott went yesterday to
Rumford, and with that as head
quarters will make numerous motor
trips. Mr. Moor is having his an
nual vacation.

Class 3 of the Methodist Church
will meet with Mrs. Lena Stevens at
her Ash Point tottage Thursday.
Picnic supper at 6.30. Those not solicited and those de-iiing transportation please notify Mrs. Leroy Chatto.
----Mrs. Charles Lewis and son George
and Mrs. Alice M. Spear were guests
of Mrs. Charles Baum of Clark Islanu Thursday.
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over, it was “Aud” that got caught
in the shower. Miss Ethel Smalley
was hostess, entertaining ten girls,
who turned the occasion into a
shower for Miss Audrey Blackington of West Meadows, one of the
clerks at E. C. Moran & Co.’s insur
ance office. Luncheon Was served in
the dining room, whichhad been dec
orated in green and yellow, lights
being furnished by tall yellow
candies. Place cards and not cups
were yellow chrysanthemums. The
first part of the evening was devoted
to sewing and pitying “coo-coo”
Pud’s imitation of a washerwoman
was excelled only by Dorothy’s imi
tation of a person tatipg spaghetti.
. Tlie guests left about ten. amidst the
rattle of tin and good wishes.

For a few days only
you can obtain ten regu
lar full-size Marivonne
Beauty Requisites — a
$10.00 value—for only
$1.98 and the coupon be
low or the one left at
your home. This is the
manufacturer’s method
of advertising. After this
initial demonstration, the
individual Hems will be
on sale at our store
at tlie regular prices
listed here.
A complete pack
age is on display at
our store. You may
test them and even
after purchasing if
you are not satisfied,
your money will be
refunded. Only one
set to a customer.
Mail orders gladly
accept’.d.

H. M. Baldrige of Miami. Fla., ar
rived Saturday and is a guest at Mrs.
J. M. Baidrige’s, Warrenton.
,

One of those thrills that
come—let us say—several
times in a lifetime !

Dr. and Mrs. Jones of Quincy.
Mass., spent the weekend in this
city.
Mrs. Jones called on old
friends while Dr. Jones who is an
expert yachtsman found much about
Rockland harbor thal appealed to
him.

—The New York Sun.

u

Stonington Furniture Co.

,,

LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor

Jack Green, proprietor of the candy
store at the corner of Main and
Pleasant streets, is having his an
nual vacation, and accompanied by
the members of his family is on a
motor trip into Aroostook County
.

DANCE
R. V. F. A.
SPEAR HALL
WEDNESDAY EVG., SEPT. 14
CLARK’S 6-PIECE ORCHESTRA
POPULAR PRICES
»lt

313-319 MAIN STREET

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING

MILTON SILLS in
“HARD BOILED HAGGERTY”

This Is What You Got
Complexion Pjudro $1
Roso C.emo .......... 50c
Brilliantine ............ 75c
Cleansing Creme $1.00
Shampoo ................. 50c
Rouge ..................... 75c
Eau de Toilette $1.50

LILA LEE
IN

DOCTOR
OiifA

.

Clive BrooK
VictorHeminf
(proctuctcOfL

'
i
|
I
I

^Ri'n9LPH SCHILDKRAUT
» iOR COGHLAN UM M Giusst UA0>5 BUOCkWlLl VWGIMA RdADfORD-

LOUIS MATIIM’-

tcaua
n MULAM MAftll (MX aimftid ibom stmim •»
OOUrnaiUtTCR
MANN MU
SUHAVlilO BV

o n Di MILU DtCTUtUi IO«P

Clara as the reason men
“fly to Hawaii.” A lavish
love
spectacle beneath
warm southern skies.
SAT. (Only)—TOM MIX in
“TUMBLING RIVER’’
and “THE YANKEE CLIPPER”

The beautiful and thrilling story
of a fast vanishing type—the rural
practitioner, whom all alike loved
and honored for his unswerving
loyalty.
—And—

Columbia Pictures

lADltS,

ONlY"

JACQUELINE LOGAN

MATT

MOORE
AND

Margaret
Livingstone
IN

: : at : :

ASK ANYONE !

COUPON

EVERY SATURDAY EVENING

DOWNYFLAKE

Music by Robbins’ Orchestra

Doughnuts Are Best

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Wednesday-Thur sday

JOHN BOWERS

DANCING

East Union, Maine

ALL THIS WEEK
THE CORNER DRUG STORE

“THE MILLION
DOLLAR MYSTERY”

BUnRAM miumausir-wmciiooRUPIRT JULIAN

DON’T ASK US

Address .......................
This Coupon together
with fl.08 entitles the
bearer to a $10.00
Acquaintance Package
qf Mnilvonne Toilet
Articles.

STRAND
AND

talc Poudre ............ 50c

Same .......................

TEL. 980

JAMES KIRKWOOD

THE PIONEER
GRANGE
PAVILION
.1.’ . .
I's*

•arfum Narcisse $2.50
Pepijatory
2. $ 1.00

ROCKLAND

TODAY

WED.-THURS.

Tour first Opportunity
to Obtain

'Toite'

$19.50

THURS.-FRI.

Edward Dart has passed his exami
nations and will enter Amherst Col
lege Sept. 22.

Miss Muriel Robinson of iWaterville
was the weekend guest of Mr. and
Mrs. E. K. Leighton. Miss Robinson
who has been studying art in New
York for the past two years is making a name for her n f with her pastel
portraits of thjatiical celebrities.
After the appearance of her portrait
of Miss Lenore Ulrich in New York
her work was ir. demand. Miss
Ulrich considers the drawing the best
likeness she has ever had. This suni’ mer Miss Robinson was engaged by
' the Lakewood Theatre, iSkowhegan,
| to make a series of drawings of the
j company. These now hang in the
I auditorium of the theatre between
Ihe windows and are a notable ad1 oition to that attractive theatre.
Miss Robinson will uturn shortly to
her studies in New York and will
specialize in portrait painting. She
has been commissioned to do Miss
Blanche Yurka, who will not pose,
but has sent the artist one of her
dresses, a lock of hu hair anti photo! graphs of herself. Miss Robinson,
j who is only 21, is a ’nil, slender bru’ nette of marked beauty and charm.

Just think of it ! A strong handsome Iron Bed with
2 inch posts and I inch fillers. A comfortable National
Spring and a thick, deep Mattress, all for

Old and New Dances
108&110-Tu-tr

TRAINER’S
Foot of Spring St.

Rockland
80-tf

NOTE: Program* containing the
Talking Pictures will hereafter bo
shown at the regular 2S-eant price.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 13, 1927.
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A Delight

WASHBURN’S
WASHINGTON

"SAUDA"

this country in this condition, but
with an added disability, not a stitch
on my back. Mr. Rihbany first set
out to sell silk. He was wise enough
not only to see that he did not fit
in this trade hut wise enough
to see where he did fit. Few see this
He later established himself in a
commanding position in the ministry
Few have done this. He is now at
the Church of the Disciples in Bos
ton. He then established himself in
a commanding position in letters.
Very few men have done bbth. In
his writings he is an artist in that
he makes his product palatable in
its substance and in its titles, as when
the skilful chef garnishes with a
green leaf the top of a tomato.
When he puts his hand to his plough,
he does not need a periscope.

WE LOST CHOP SUEY

MUST BE BONE DRY

But We Gained Some Pub National W. C. T. U. Again
licity In the Metropolitan
Takes Firm Stand, and
Press.
Whacks Canadian Plan.
Rockland fell heir to some unex
pected publicity when Wing Yuen de
cided to quit the restaurant game
and move to Bangor. In a more or
less facetious vein the Boston Ad
vertiser of recent date published the
following editorial.
• » • •

The National W. C. T. U. in ses
sion at Minneapolis and in which
Mrs. Althea G. Quimby, president of
the State of Maine organization had
an active part, pledged to support
By R. M. Washburn
a program for bone dry candidates
in their communities and to unite
in a nation-w.ide educational cam
The Going Of Wong Yuen
paign. Members returned from the
Kay Stannard Baker was fortunate,
in the estimate of seme idolaters, as
There are not nearly so many Chi national convention in Minneapolis,
an intellectual valet of the late
nese laundries as there were when encouraged by the declaration of
Woodrow Wilson, and perhaps the
Daddy used to go out once a week Lucy W. Peabody, president of the
only valet who held his job ’til the
witli His Daddy’s shirt—the Sunday Woman’s Law Enforcement League,
Smooth,
♦ • • •
nd. although he was not remem
one—and bring back the check, but that her organization of ten million
To go back, why did Mr. Rihbany nearly all the smart little cities have women will back the W. C. T. U.
bered in the will, as are many of
those who serve. He is more fortu seek Mr. Baker? Because, in the re their Chinese restaurants. The girls stand on platforms and candidates.
Law enforcement plans adopted by
nate, in the estimate of diseriminat- arrangement of the peace of the love them for their suggestion of the
ng men. in having picked as a resi world, it was his wish to protect the mystic and—well, try to imagine you the W. C. T. U. include: placing in
dence in town of Amherst, which country of his birtn, Syria. He knew ! are living in Rockland, Me., and let creased emphasis on scientific tem
perance instruction in schools and
Mr. Coolidge in 11-23 lifted out of that while Mr. Baker was not the this cruel story sink in.
relative obscurity. Mr. Baker is now mouth, he was one of the ears of Mr.
If Ihe members of the Younger Set colleges; urging teaching the history
interpreting Mr. Wilson to posterity, Wilson. He had heard that ‘’small up in Rockland. Maine, are feeling of the prohibition of the liquor traf
his Boswell. It is a safe guess that peoples” were to be protected For a trifle down in the mouth today fic, and stressing the patriotism of
a former chairman of the board of the same purpose he had sought Mr. there appears -to be good reason for law enforcement.
Jan. 16 and 17, the anniversary of
selctmen of some New Kr gland Lodge in Washington. Now neither it.
i the adoption of prohibition, -will
town, the late Mr. Lodge, will not Mi. Wilson nor Mr. Iaidge were ef
Wong Yuen has disposed of his
adorn the frontispiece of this work, fective altruists. In this respect they Oriental Restaurant to Fred Small he celebrated by every local union,
thougli he may get into the in were thrifty exhibits. This quality in wood and Rockland is to be without with special meetings and banquets.
With rousing cheers, the W. C. T.
dex and then simply as a back Mr. Wilson was on th eoutside, while chop suey.
U. placed the following plank in its
ground to set off the virtues of its that of Mr. Lodge was on the inside.
N’o cho>>- mein, no chop suey, no platform: “We refuse to accept the
hero. Be it understood, that our Mr- This quality in the first was not yocker mein, no lichee nuts.
Canadian plan of government sale
Baker is not Newton nor Ray, the lat- strong enough to fight its way down
Tleere still will be nineteen restau
ter enjoying some individuality as I into his body, nor in the second was rants or lunch rooms in town in as a substitute for prohibition. Under
this plan the old-fashioned bartend
the last consort, that is as by wire ’it strong enough tj fight its way up cluding Fred Smallwood’s but. my
er would reappear as a civic employe
and
out
into
the
world
When
Mr.
at this writing, of Mrs. Emersonifcar, there will be nothing romantic Every claim for the Canadian plan
Rihbany sought these conferences, he
McKint-Vanderbilt-Baker.
MOTHER:- Fletcher’s
about them.
as a solution of the liquor problem
«...
had a suspicion that he was small
It is probable there is not another has been disproved by the official
Castoria is especially pre
In 1919, Ray Stannard Bilker sat in peoples, but it was somewhat of a city of 10.000 population in all New records of the Dominion and provin
the foyer of a Paris hotel. Those shock to him to be inventoried as England without its Chinese restau
pared to relieve Infants in
cial governments."
were the days whan Mr. Wilson went even smaller than he feared. Syria rant. In the larger cities, some of
Another plank commends "writers
arms and Children all ages of
to Paris, his aspiration to dictate the remained the puck of the hockey them are amongst the best in the and entertainers who eliminate from
peace of the world, its effect to offer game. 3ut the point is that Mr. Rih community. They serve steaks and stories, plays and scenarios, the idea
Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
himself, unwittingly and involun bany loomed as a patriot. This is chops, salads, sea food, rarebits and
Colic and Diarrhea; allaying
tarily, as fodder lor the cunning where he lives.
other things that may be had in any
• • • •
Feverishness arising therefrom, and, by regulating the Stomach diplomats of Europe. For the tact
restaurant—or at home—but they
ful
resources
of
Mr.
Wilson
were
no
The hymnist sings of the little also offer eggs in foo young style,
and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving natural sleep.
more than those of a porcupine with town of Bethlehem. So, in a smaller
suhgum chicken soup, and lobster
melancholia. iHe appeared in Paris, way, might he sing of the little town chop suey with mushrooms.
to the salvos of hordes, a saviour. of Peterboro. If the latter is not a
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
And the atmosphere ! It was per
When he departed, he carried his good little town it is not because it
Absolutely Harmless-No Opiates. Physicians everywhere recommend it
fectly gorgegous to sit ecstatic in the
own bag to the depot. So Mr. Baker, has been without a strong spiritual
movie-house before the film-play
not Newton nor Ray, sat in expec spur. Into the confines of this little
Love In Chinatown," and then have
tancy at the Continental. Then the hamlet has been congested, in one
Tobias and Steve take you and
At the Sign
=
man arrived
The card bore the short summer, a Bishop of Vermont,
?:Nor1h National Bank;
name: "Mr. Abraham Mitrie Rih a Bishop of New Hampshire, a Lillyan into the Oriental. "What will
they say at home?"
' Well, my
bany.”
Eishop of Massachusetts and a sakes !
you're only young once,
• • • •
Bishop of Pittsburgh, all Episco
There may be someone, somewhere, palians. With these has been Abra that’s what I always say. .
Rockland will keep plugging along.
who to his shame does not know the ham Rihbany, an uncrowned king
There will always be the Sam-O-Set
epitome of this gentleman. He was of the Unitarian church
It was a
born in Syria in the year 1869. At wag who once said, not without rea in summer, and the Thorndike ail
The great majority of our investthe age of twenty-two, alone of his son, contrasting these two faiths of the year around. We've got three
ments arc represented by Govern
family, he set out for New York. the Trinity and the Unity, that the movie theatres—"Beau Geste” is at
The Park this week, we get the go.d
ment, State, County, municipal,
That his cabin accommodations were Episcopalian checked
his
reson
railroad and public service corpora
furtherest from first-class, is a tem at the door of his church while the ones, just like Portland and Boston
tion bonds. Your funds, deposited
perate allegation. He arrived in Nev.- Unitarian checked his faith. In Mr. —they are doing the “snow ball"
With us, will be carefully safe
York a money-lesa stranger. To in Rihbany, however. I find an exception. dance at Oakland Park, and there is
live” Chamber of Commerce, and
guarded.
terpolate a personal word, if this may He is full of faith. He says
Notice to Second Liberty Loan
be done modestly, so did I arrive in that to him the reading of the everything.
Rockland has a fast ball team, the
Bond Holders
Scriptures is like a letter from home
boat to Boston, a mayor and aiderSecond Liberty Loan Bonds hava
So now come with this man Rihbany
men, a howling alley, twenty law
been called for redemption on Nov.
as he turn'- toward the town into the
yers, and fifteen barbers whose Rolls
15th, next, and will cease to bear
Temple turnpike, from his cottage
Royces are upholstered with bobbed
interest on that date. This bank
two miles away on the eastern edge
bair. But what are these?
will arrange to exchange them for
of the township, to walk, as is his
The story has been going around
you or cash them at any time.
when they use this new wonderful wont.
that what got Mr. Wong's goat was
....
French Process Face Powder called
the way some of the gilded youth of
He is good height and build. If you
MBILO-GLO—keeps that ugly shine
were told he were a Syrian, you Knox County persisted in saying
Me wantum 'steak; you savvy?"
away. Women rave over its superior would believe it. If you were not. you
purity and quality. Stays on longer would not suspect it. He is dis which to a gentleman who reads
Keats and Swinburne and Bugs Baer
—skin looks lik^a peach—keeps com tinctly human. He is quick, not nil;
was, to say the least, trying.
to
talk
hut
also
to
listen,
the
litter
plexions
youthful—prevents large
That," Mr. Wong tells our re
in these days almost an unknown
pores. Get a box of MELLO-GIA) virtue, where the country cries more porter, "is the bologna. I am taking
Face Powder today. Corner Drug for audiences than for orators His the little woman and our five bless
best fun is to light a cigar after din ings to Bangor in order that Mrs.
Store and all other good stores.
ner and then to sit until midnight Wong may enjoy association with
witli stimulating spirits, by which I other ladies from her native land.
mean men and not liouids. He likes We are not leaving Maine, nor would
to filter his own opinions through the we consider such a step."
But they are leaving Rockland, and
convictions of those who in his mod
if the Chamlier of Commerce can
esty he feels know better than he.
. « • •
save its face, let it. That's ail, let it.
It was the prize ot a great citizen Belfast and Camden are certainly
ship which tempted this man a long going to have the laugh on Rockland.
way from home ’With a great price You can hear them already:
"What ! No chop suey?"
bought he this freedom. This has
constantly augmented its value to
....
Out in Medford, Mass., Harry E
him. It’s what costs that counts, I
have rarely seen a more patriotic Gifford read the above story, sit him
spirit. His adopted country is to self down, and wrote the following
him a second religion, his first re letter to Mayor Carver:
“I see by the Boston Advertiser
ligion a weapon to effect the second.
He feels so deeply the crises in the that your city is to lose an Oriental
history of his own adopted country restaurant, and a statement that
that they even wjar into his physical there probably is not another city of
cond.ition, something II had "ever 10,009 inhabitants in New England,
seen in anyone. He is one of those without such an industry. Do not feel
too few ministers who preaches not badly, for you are sure ahead of
only from the Scriptures but also this New England city with over
0,000 people, which is just getting
from the pages o‘f the history of his
Its first Chinese restaurant, and it is
adopted country.
• * * *
i city of Greater Boston at that.
If there were more men like Mr
"So you see your city is in the ad
Rihbany In politics and more poli vanced class, having gone us one bet
ticians like him in the ministry, it ter—‘Had it and sold it.’ Strange the
would be a net gain for the country writer for the Advertiser, only five
For he has a knowledge of men and miles away, does not know of this
George Washington gave what is probably the
measures which many men in the situation. But cheer up, your city in
best definition of “reputation.’’ He said it was what
Senate are without- His positions on ny mind does not need the Chinese
political issues are sound and prac dish.”
others thought of us.
tical. where too many of the clergy
are content simply to try their wing;
People everywhere think well of the man who
in the air. His pulpit he has made
a beacon for those who look upon
has a savings account. Such a man’s reputation is
Christianity and country as syn
good wherever he goes. For everyone knows that he
onyms and who believe that country
greatest where the intellect makes
is financially sound and that the fact that he can save
effectual the spiritual sense. A re
denotes character.
markable career has been that of
Abraham Rihbany. His adopted counly is under a great obligation to him
It has given him much. He has given
it all

WEEKLY
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delicious and satisfying.

[ren

Casioria

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST 1
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians for 25 years.

| DOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART

Accept only “Bayer” package
which contains proven directions.
Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
Aspirin la the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Menoacetlcacldeatcr of Sallcyllctcld

that drinking is essential to a good
time,” saying, “the average Ameri
can family has nothing in common
with the sort of life portrayed in
many current novels and upon the
screen and stage."
One or me features of the pro
gram was a pageant which an
nounced for the first time the results
of the membership drive, Jan. 16May 8, showing that 51,840 new

members were gained in that period.
Mrs. Frances I. Parks, retiring Na
tional Corresponding Secretary, pre
dicted that before the close of the
organization year Oct. 31, that num
ber would be 100,000.
Greenland Ranch, California, has
observed tlie maximum recorded
temperature, 134 degrees Fahrenheit.

Girls Dance
with Joy

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

•••IN NINE VITAL

FEATURES AMERICA'S FINEST
PERFORMING SIX OUTRANKS
ALL CARS UNDER $2500-22.
A powerful and arresting statement

to make, yet every Dodge Brothers
dealer stands ready to prove it.

Nine specific features — vital and
definite—not equalled by any other
motor car within nine hundred dol
lars of the Senior price!

What is Your

No wonder this brilliant vehicle won

REPUTATION ?

instant rank as America’s finest per
forming Six! No wonder it flashes a

thrilling challenge to the fleetest

and smartest on the road!

Much Has Been Said

4T « • •

—about saving. Much of it is trite and threadbare but
the wisdom of saving has never been questioned nor
doubted.

Successful people say that thrift is one of the vir
tues which lies at the very root of human progress.

4% PAID

Security Trust Co.
Resources Over $4,500,000.00
V
Rockland,

Camden, Vinalhavcn,
Warren

Union,

Rockport,

I

James Couzens is a Republican
Senator from Michigan. It was a
good day for him when Mr. Ford
t sked him to keep books for him and
lie accepted. He is the richest man
in neither branch of Congress. iBe
yond this I do not know what he is
worth. Neither does he. He was
among the most violent opponents
to the confirmation of Charles
Beecher Warren as Attorney Genreal. This made a good deal of trou
hie in the family, for Mr. Warren
was also from Michigan. Mr. Couz
ens didn't mind this as much as did
Mr- Warren. Mr. Couzens now says
that ten thousand dollars is too much
pay fora United States Senator. He
was nearer right on the Warren
question than he is on this question
This amount of money may look like
a comedy to Mr. Couzens. To many
Senators it is a tragedy. Their whole
families hang on it, exclusively
Tiy again, Mr. Couzens.

Grange work in Oklahoma is
booming, du<- largely to the energet
ic leadership of State Master W. B
Hanly and State Lecturer Homer H
Holden, both of whom are giving
much time in ithe field organizing
new Granges and stimulating activ
jity in the older ones.
In some of
I tho counties the farmers are thor
oughly organized in the Grange,
[while in others there is still a large

field for extensivn work,

- Watch
I
Your
Breakfast

These nine features tell why! Ask

us to point them out. Ask for a
booklet explaining each in detail.
Demand the facts!
With this great Six Dodge Brothers

Energetic Mornings De
pend on Breakfast—Start
Always with Quaker Oats
OW you feel all morning de
pends largely on your break
fast. Thousands have unenergetic
forenoons because of wrong break
fast eating.
To feel right, you must have a
well-balanced, complete breakfast
ration. At most other meals—lunch
and dinner—you get it. But break
fast is hurried, often badly chosen.
Thus Quaker Oats, containing
16% protein, food’s great tissue
builder; 65% carbohydrate, its great
energy element, plus all-important
vitamines and the “bulk” that makes
laxatives seldom needed, is the die
tetic urge of the world today.
It is food that “stands by” you
through the morning.
Get Quaker Oats today. Grocers
have two kinds: Quick Quaker,
which cooks in
to 5 minutes,
and Quaker Oats.

have struck an entirely new note in
fine car value.

H

Quaker Oats

*1595
M,A«naorrtrwu racTOBV mvipmiot

DYER’S GARAGE. INC.
TELEPHONE 124

54 Park Street -

Dodge
§eni

Rockland, Maine
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